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Title word cross-reference

#3 [Bon11]. #35 [Rog09a]. #37 [Rog09b]. #52 [Bri09a]. #54 [Bri09b].
#56 [Och09]. #95 [Och12].

$24.95 [Ano99a]. 3 [Ano01j, SDeaK++09, Wen02]. $34.95 [Ano00a, Ano00b].
N [HPT17, PHT17].

*BSD [Den99].

-Compiler [PKP02, PKP05, PKP05]. -D [DO16, SDeaK++09, Wen02].
-electron [HPT17, PHT17]. -programming [KORP95]. -v3 [Car04].

//sagemath.org [Den13]. /GNOME [Wri00]. /Should [HR11].
0 [Fox08]. 0-13-234971-X [Fox08]. 0'00s [Zad02]. 01 [DWP+14]. 02 [KY16]. 03 [Zha16]. 06 [BVLF14].


3 [Ahm08b, Kuc06, Wes00]. 3-D [Wes00]. 3.0 [GHM+05, MS00, Váz16]. 3.1 [Bau06a, HHV05]. 3.8 [EaoGOBH14]. 32 [TG99]. 33rd [ACM95]. 390 [Pen03]. 393 [WKA+08]. 3D [DDJ99].

4 [G+06]. 4.0 [Rob11]. 42 [GKL+14]. 465 [TBPS15]. 4th [EKR91, HDR04, PT91, USE00a, FFHL05].

5 [Ano97d, Bra97, Kro00]. 5-8 [ACM93a]. 500 [Pra03]. 511-Core [DXT+18]. 56th [Bon93]. 570 [PBj+12]. 5th [AK95, FFH+05, USE01a].

6 [Ano04b]. 6.0 [Ano01a, Gra99]. 64-bit [Ano00h, GHL+04, Jae03]. 6th [Lio96].

7 [Kro99a]. 746 [Sta78a]. 75 [KMF+07]. 7th [Yuk94].


FLA +16, LZ11a, LZ11b, GB06, SC08. Algorithms [QR92, Sha95, Val93, Ban16, PC13]. Alias [Gup03]. aliasing [ZC01]. Alignment [vWHvW09]. alkali [SPAW17]. alle [Mol01]. Allegiance [CH10]. aller [DF00]. Allocation [YLL +07, FG92, HC07]. allocator [Mat03]. Almost [BH17]. Almquist [Ano00e]. Alon [Aji17]. Alone [DDJ98, ESM19]. Alpha [Ano98, Ano00i]. Already [CGK +02]. Alternative [Ian02, Liu06, MS12, PK10, SS06, Ste08]. alternatives [Pot06]. Altmetrics [ZW17]. am [Bud10, FBY +17]. Ambidextrous [O’S02]. AMD [Ano01c, SuS01, Zad02]. AMD-PCs [SuS01]. AMD64 [Hub03]. Americans [Sta96b]. AMGKQ [Joh18]. Amherst [IEE92a]. AML [Esp96]. among [Col09a]. AMS [Joy09a]. Amsterdam [Ahm08b]. Antec [Ano96c]. Anaheim [USE90]. Analyse [Rau04]. analysing [PSSH16]. Analysis [Bar01, BFC02, Gol06, Gup03, KY16, KS11, KJRD16, Mor08, NS01, PSR16, PMG +09, PKG +10, PPG +11, PBJ +12, SSP17, SSP18, WMK +17, AAA +12, Amb15, BOL14, Ban16, BSK +15, Bow05, CWZ06, DP09, Feixx, FM10, Gal01, GF17, GV16, GJS +02, HLL +95, Hop04, Koc09, KFY13, MG12, Mas05, MPE +11, MR07, MOT +18, Och12, PKH07, Raj13, Rau04, RAMB18, RP08, SMB +10, SMS16, SGM +08, SM08, SAOB02, Váz16, WLD +17, YLX16, ZLL04, dA15]. Analyst [Wil71]. analytical [FBY +17]. Analyzer [LO89, Pax88]. analyzing [HPT17, PHT17]. Anarchism [Mog99]. Anarchy [Bar00a]. Anatomy [Lor95, Ros02a, Yau92]. Andrew [Ano00c]. Android [SL01]. Andy [Ano97a]. Angle [LHZ12]. Animal [GNR +09]. animation [MWG +90, MWG +91]. anisotropic [YSVM +16]. annotation [GKP +14]. Announcements [Ano96d, Ano01a]. Annual [ACM93b, ACM94, ACM95, Ano87, Ano88b, Den99, IEE92c, IE005, MS91, UES99, USE00a, USE01a, USE02b, USE02c, ACM93a, Ano94b, Bon93, IE95b, Jor08, USE98a]. anomaly [HC07]. Anonymity [CGK +02, CSD +05]. Anonymous [CdR99]. Anpassen [Günn02]. ANSI [PKP02, PKP05, PKP05]. answers [Phi12]. Ant [HL02, ZK05]. Antarctica [Ano99]. anthropological [Ze03]. anthropomorphic [GV16]. Anti [Ano00k, Mau05]. Anti-spam [Mau05]. Anti-Virus [Ano00k]. Antique [Jes03a]. Antonio [IEE92c, IE94b]. Anup [GAS +01]. Anwenderhandbuch [Ano01c, Ron05a, Ano01c, Ron01a, Ron01b]. Anwendung [PKP05, G +00, G +02, GA04b]. Anwendungen [PKP02, PKP05]. Aonix [Kro99b, Kro99a]. Apache [CJ17, DGC +07, Fie99, FvH03, LW03, MFH02, Sai01, Ude97]. API [Ano00i]. Appli [Ano00i]. App [DDJ99]. Appearance [LR11]. Appendix [TRM16]. Appgen [Ano00k]. applet [GM02]. Application [AJ05, Ano00c, Ano01i, Ano01j, CBW +04, FFH +05, GBG +16, GB00, HMP +15, LGW18, PPG +11, VGDlP01, ACW04, AHC94, BH11, EKR91, Fri97, HM10, Jon05a, PSSH16, Thi99]. Applications [Ano00d, Ano00k, Ano00l, Ano02b, BK91, BJJ14, CKB +05, FHH11, Gag02, GD12, GM05, IEE92c, IEE94b, IEE95b, IEE05, JJ00, MS12, Per00, PK10, She01, ACM94, APK14a, APK14b, BSW95, BSW +14, Cha11, DP09, Hen92,
Hin87, LGS+17, LS04, McL92, Pet05, Sai13, Yad07, Yeo05, TDBEE11.

Applied [Ano01a, DGBH93]. Applikationen [GGK99]. Applix [Knu99b].

Appliedware [GGK99]. Apprentice [RW87, Wat87, Wat85]. Approach
[DKMT11, GGB17, MH07, Mud97, VB19, ZD05]. Approaches [Egy01].

Approval [CWB+04]. approximation [MSB09]. Apress [Kuc06].

April [IEE92d, Uni01, Yuk94]. AQSES [PSS+07]. Arbeiten [GGK99, Ste00a].

Arc [LGW18, SPAW17]. Arc-Routing [LGW18]. Architectural
[KGM+16, BLG+17]. Architecture
[BE06, Hub03, KORP95, LHC93, Lat03, SJV+05, ACB+16, CLL05].

Arbeiten [GGK99, Ste00a]. Arbeiten [GGK99, Ste00a].

Arc [LGW18, SPAW17]. Arc-Routing [LGW18]. Architectural
[KGM+16, BLG+17]. Architecture
[BE06, Hub03, KORP95, LHC93, Lat03, SJV+05, ACB+16, CLL05].

Arbeiten [GGK99, Ste00a]. Arbeiten [GGK99, Ste00a].

Arc [LGW18, SPAW17]. Arc-Routing [LGW18]. Architectural
[KGM+16, BLG+17]. Architecture
[BE06, Hub03, KORP95, LHC93, Lat03, SJV+05, ACB+16, CLL05].

Arbeiten [GGK99, Ste00a]. Arbeiten [GGK99, Ste00a].

Arc [LGW18, SPAW17]. Arc-Routing [LGW18]. Architectural
[KGM+16, BLG+17]. Architecture
[BE06, Hub03, KORP95, LHC93, Lat03, SJV+05, ACB+16, CLL05].

Arbeiten [GGK99, Ste00a]. Arbeiten [GGK99, Ste00a].
B [Ano00l, Sca05]. Baan [Kro99b]. Back [EJS+01]. Backend [Liu06].
Background [Per02]. Backs [Ano01f]. Backup [Ano00k]. Bad [BHP+01, Ros02b, Wil99].
Bakar [BCHR12]. balance [Gal01]. Balancing [KHA+03, Kro99b]. Bandwagon [SSC+00].
Bandwidth [CKB+05]. Ban [ACM88]. barriers [NYB10]. Base [DFLS05, Sta92c, Sta97c, Sta88d, Yeo05].
Based [AMS03, Ano01j, Ber96, BKP05, CPJ+98, EXA+05, GB00, KMF+07, KG01, LL14, LO89, MFS15, Mor96, PK10, SJV+05, SSP17, SSP18, Zha16, AVA+16, Ano06, Ban16, Car89, CV13, CM06, CJ17, Cla90, CDR+15, CWZ06, DBLF16, EKUR10, FMT+08, GJM2014, GM84, GF17, GSW08, HLL+95, HNH03, HZS+16, Iwa02, JP09a, Jor04, KN93, KFY13, Mak03, Mam01, McH92, Mll00, MM04, Noj01, PH16, PKP05, RW89, RTH15, SMO+13, SA15, SGD05, SCFR06, SM08, TMM+13, WGG+19, Wat94, WG00, Wil14, ZDM10, MSS95].
Bash [Ram94a, Ram94c, Ram94b]. Basic [Ano01i, Ano01j, Tro96a].
Basics [EJS+01]. basierender [Sto04]. Be [HR11, Ano00h, CK08, CPG+04, Ell12, JDB09, Coo01b, Kro00].
BEA [Ano04a]. Beachung [Stö04]. Beats [Ano00h, Bar01]. Became [Boy07].
Beck [Oms03, Oms03]. Becomes [Wol03a]. Bedingungen [SG05].
Beer [Gre18]. Befehle [Gün02]. Before [CRW+04]. Beginning [Pec08, Ron05a, Wri00].
Beginnings [Mur09]. Begrifflichkeit [Geh96].
BEHEMOTH [Bar00c]. Beijing [Bao93]. Being [SwGH15].
Beispiel [Bud10]. Beispiele [PKP05]. Beitrag [Oms03]. Bekämpfung [Rau04].
Belly [DB05]. Ben [Ano00e]. Benchmark [CH91, LGW18, Bes04].
Benefit [Ebe09]. Benefits [CPJ+98, CK10, Ros05]. benutzergerechter [FG85].
BeOS [Kro00]. beräkningar [Jön05c]. Berkeley [Yad07]. Berlin [EHP94].
Best [Ano00j, Sid03, UMV15, Xia08]. Beta [Ano98, LSM+99, Ano10a, LMO93].
Bethesda [MSLH71]. Betriebssystem [CK06a, CK06b, CK06c, CK06d, CK06e, CK06f, CK06g, CK06h, SuS01].
Betriebssysteme [Bud10]. Better [Fie88, PM00, Ano08b, Li91, NXC13, Sta98b]. Between [CFM08, BD03b, CFMRL11, Gal00, HPM+08, Lam09, MRS07, San08, SC02].
Beyond [Ano91, BRH10, CSD+05, DC00, Wo98, GL14, MSR10]. BFD [Cha91, Tay99].
C [Ano90d, Ano96b, DF00, FD92, Lea88, Lea92, Lea93, LMS93, LSM06, LSM+01, Loo15, Oms03, PKP02, PKP05, SGD00, Tie88, Tie93, Ahm08b, Ano88c, Ano93a, Ano01j, BM06, BR95, Ber96, CR92b, Che95, Col02, Dav91, DP09, DC00, Edi03, FHH11, FG92, Gar09, GKR92, He95, Hs09, KO194, KORP95, Lea94, Lha06, LSM+99, LSM+00, LS04, Mei92, MS895, Mit94, OK94, Oma89, PKH07, POM11, PH82, Pin02, PKP02, PKP05, SMI13, Sal88, SC08, Ste95, Ste99, Ste00b, Ste01, Tie90, USE88, Vo196, Wal93, Win95, Yac88, YSVM+16]. C# [BHP+01]. C-Tree [Ano96b].

Buy [CDsJ+00]. Bye [Coc01b].

C [Ano90d, Ano96b, DF00, FD92, Lea88, Lea92, Lea93, LMS93, LSM06, LSM+01, Loo15, Oms03, PKP02, PKP05, SGD00, Tie88, Tie93, Ahm08b, Ano88c, Ano93a, Ano01j, BM06, BR95, Ber96, CR92b, Che95, Col02, Dav91, DP09, DC00, Edi03, FHH11, FG92, Gar09, GKR92, He95, Hs09, KO194, KORP95, Lea94, Lha06, LSM+99, LSM+00, LS04, Mei92, MS895, Mit94, OK94, Oma89, PKH07, POM11, PH82, Pin02, PKP02, PKP05, SMI13, Sal88, SC08, Ste95, Ste99, Ste00b, Ste01, Tie90, USE88, Vo196, Wal93, Win95, Yac88, YSVM+16]. C# [BHP+01]. C-Tree [Ano96b]. C. [Oms03]. C/C [FD92, PKP02, PKP05, Eig03, SC08].

C# [BHP+01]. C-Tree [Ano96b].

C. [Oms03]. C/C [FD92, PKP02, PKP05, Eig03, SC08].

C# [BHP+01]. C-Tree [Ano96b].

C-Tree [Ano96b].

C. [Oms03]. C/C [FD92, PKP02, PKP05, Eig03, SC08].

C# [BHP+01]. C-Tree [Ano96b].

C-Tree [Ano96b].

C. [Oms03]. C/C [FD92, PKP02, PKP05, Eig03, SC08].

C# [BHP+01]. C-Tree [Ano96b].

C-Tree [Ano96b].

C. [Oms03]. C/C [FD92, PKP02, PKP05, Eig03, SC08].

C# [BHP+01].
Collaborations [PRRL12]. Collaborative
[Gho07, Hef97, PMBM+15, Rav00, CV13, DBP+18, Wij91b]. Collation
[Noj01]. Colleagues [PLS+91]. Collect [CSD+05]. Collection
[AHB+09, CR92b, Sta99, Sta00c, BOL14, Sta03b, Ahm08b, EGH+05].

collections [WMK+17]. CollectionSpace [For12]. College [Bar01].
Collider [ZC95]. Collision [TBPS15]. collocations [WFF18]. Colorado
[USE00b]. colorimetric [Amb15, BSK+15]. coloring [Mat03]. colour
[MM04]. colour-map [MM04]. Columbia [MG94]. Columbus [Bon93].

COM [Ano00]. Combination [BSA14]. combining [Kan12]. Come
[Bar00a, Kam11]. comes [Fie90b]. Comm [AZ17a]. Command
[Tan11a, Tan11b, Cra90]. Command-Line [Tan11a]. Commands
[Coh82, Li91]. Commentary [Lio96, Max01]. Comments
[PLS+91, Wil71, MOT+18]. commerce [Sca05]. COMMERCIAL
[BY91, BBD+96a, BB02, Gre80, MD04, ALGE12, BY92, GGH05, PC13, Sie99].

Commercializing [Kar03]. Commodification [vdLLM09]. commodity
[Kop05]. Common [RAH+01, Phi12, Gad88, Hen92, LH03]. Commons
[VH04, Mah03]. Communication [Ano00k, AD04, Bao93, CK06b, CK06c,
PK10, PBJ+12, jFFR16, Koc09, Liu02a]. Communications
[Ano96b, Ano01]. Communism [CMJ+04]. Communities
[CH06b, GBICMR13, ESM19, jFFR16, GL14, PM13, SSR02, WGS07].

Community [PRRL12, San08, Sca04, Ter00, Wil99, vKL03, AAB+05a,
Ano02a, CSEP14, Emb06, jFFR16, LH03, Mah03, VSGM14, Pel89].
community-oriented [Emb06]. como [RÖ01]. Compact
[Ano03a, CRB+18]. compaction [DVC+07]. Companies
[EK1+03, GBICMR13]. Company [Ano01a]. Compaq [Ano01a].
Comparative [BSK+15, Amb15]. Comparing
[Ahn08b, BH11, DGC+07, KT05, PC13, vGPB10]. Comparison
[SO91, Sin10b, ALVV17, Aye97, GJS+02, Lam09, She07, YSC+06].

Compatibility [Egy01]. Compatible
[HWZ01, AAB+05b, DS88, DS99, DS00, DS02, Guy00, Woo01, DS90].
Competition [HK03, Cor00]. competitive [Dan11]. compilation
[Big13, GJS+02]. Compile [Bot03]. Compiler
[Ahn08b, AS97, Ano01i, Col02, EGH+05, FKM+11, LSF94, LFA92, Mir07,
PKP02, PKP05, SZAB97, SZAB98, SZAB99, Sta99, Sta00c, YLL+07, Ano01a,
BB91, CGS94, DuB02, FG92, FMT+08, GHL+04, GK92, He95, Ho95, Kir12,
LF90, MSK05, MRS07, She07, Sm97, Sta03b, TG99, CZ99, ZC01].

Compiler-assisted [LSF94, LFA92, LF90]. compilers
[ALGE12, Bee17, Gou04, Sal88, Win95]. Compiling [DC00]. complaints
[Raj13]. Complete [Ano98, Gri02, LD13]. completely [JP09a]. Complex
[Neh04, Neh07, BJWZ08, BG12]. Compliance [GD12]. complicated [PH16].
Component [Kro99b, Kro99a, PMM17, PMM18, PK10, CKB11].
Component-Based [PK10]. Components [PK10]. Components [RW87, Spi11, CLM+08, PSSH16]. COMPOSER [CRB+18].

comprehensive [Gar00, VBG+10, WM01, You08]. Compression [KW94, SC00, BGM99, Fow00, SGD05]. Compromise [Ahm08a].

COMPSAC [IEE95b]. Comput [AZ17a]. Computation [Jef08, Lev95b, Lev95a, Mic90, FQM11, WBB+74, GJMPAM+14, GVOM09, Sai13, SDL+16].

Computational [Ano01a, BH07, Boy07, Boy13, HW17, LB00, Lip07, MSLH71, NMS14, TDBEE11, WKA+08, BCP+12]. Computations [ABNA05, Eat97, Eat00, Eat02, Eat05, EBH08, Jön05c]. compute [KSV16, VB19]. compute-and-forward [KSV16].

Computer [AFS81, AFS82, Ano88b, Ano00j, Bao93, Bar01, BK14, BSK87, Cse99, DMP+02, Est06, IE92c, IE94c, IE95b, IEE95, Kuk98, SM89b, Ten93, And01, BSK87, Cra90, Dec90, DDA+07, DRE94, EKR91, HETD09, Hol05, JP09a, Joy08, Joy92, JCMG11, LLA06, MP00, NN00, Neu94, Pag07, SBM+10, SA15, SS93, YAS91, CPJ+98]. computer-assisted [SBM+10]. Computer-Implemented [Est06].

Computers [IEE94c, Par03, SNF04, SM89b, Kro00]. Computersysteme [FG85]. Computing [ACM00, AY93, And03, Ano97d, Ano00j, Bar01, Bra97, CSD+05, Cse99, DGBH93, FVD+12, Gan17, HE17, Hom00, IEE90, IEE94a, IEE94b, IEE95a, IE95b, IEE95c, IE95d, IE95e, IE95f, Ten93, VW92, Zim10, BPG94, Bik96, Bor09, Dan11, EHP94, HTU96, JP09a, Kaw92, MTD+09, MM10, YM93]. Con [DDJ99]. concept [Bow05]. concepts [Geh96, Kra05, Sai02]. conceptual [Tai13]. Concern [HOST05]. CONCERTO [Maz15, SA15]. concurrency [Dan11].

Concurrent [KK94, MW89, MR94]. condensed [GCK+17]. Conditions [SG05, WP04]. Conference [ACM89, ACM92, ACM93a, ACM95, ACM97, AT92, Ano87, Ano88b, Ano88c, Ano89, Ano90a, Ano90b, Ano90c, Ano90d, Ano91, Ano93c, Ano94a, Ano94b, Ano96, BAo93, BWSW95, BK14, BSK87, Bm94, EHP94, FMA02, Fur90, IEE95, IE92c, IE94c, IE94b, IE95a, IE95b, IEE95c, IEE95d, Kap92, MS91, MSNS91, MG94, SS93, ACM05, SC00, Uni01, USE88, USE90, USE94, USE98b, USE99, USE00a, USE01a, USE01b, USE02b, USE02c, VW92, Vor92, Yuk94, AK95, Leif9a, MSLH71, SM89b, USE98a, Den99, Mar01, Xia08].


Consumer [GB00]. Contained [Ano03a]. containers [Dav91].

Contemporary [BCB+17, RCP+12]. Content [MSW09, BCvE+05, Cap13, Gal01, GRJS01, Shi12]. Contest
Sta88a, Sta89b, SPG92, SP93, SP95, Sta96a, Sta98a. **Debugging** [LL14, SP93, SP95, Sta96a, Sta98a, SPS+00, SPS+02, Zac01, MS08, Mit95]. **Debuts** [Ano02b]. **DEC** [AFS81, AF82, Dig75a, PH82]. **DEC-20** [AFS81, AF82]. **decade** [Pes93, Sch09]. **decades** [CGZ17]. **December** [IEE92c, IEE94a, IEE05]. **decentralised** [PWA+19]. **Deception** [CGK+02, Sta02a]. **Decimal** [Bee17]. **Decimal-arithmetic** [Bee17].

**decision** [Hop04, Wen90]. **Declarative** [Dvo04]. **Deconvolution** [GF17, SDeaK+09]. **Decryption** [Bar00b]. **DECsystem** [Uni77]. **DECsystem-10** [Uni77]. **DECUS** [Dig82].

**deduction** [Bun94, Kap92]. **Deduplication** [Gal10]. **Defamation** [Ros02c]. **Defect** [KT04, Raj13]. **Defects** [UMV15]. **Defend** [CSD+05]. **Defense** [CWB+04, Bol02].

**Defined** [CSD+05]. **deﬁned** [SSS+14]. **Deﬁning** [RT12]. **Deﬁnite** [Yad07].

**Deﬁnition** [Per05, Sta96c, Lal91]. **Deﬁnitive** [Fox08, WvH04, vHW03, vHW06]. **Deformable** [GKL+14]. **deformation** [GBG+16]. **del** [Les01]. **delivering** [Hen92]. **delivery** [SA15]. **Delta3D** [DMJ05].

**Density** [GCK+17, HPT17, RAMB18]. **Denver** [USE88, USE00b]. **Department** [Bo102, BHP+01]. **dependability** [LG02].

**Dependable** [EH94]. **dependence** [CF07a, CH06a, HMR93]. **dependent** [YSVM+16, YSS+14].

**Deploying** [Maz15]. **Depth** [CWB+04].

**Derivative** [Maj03, Väl04]. **description** [Pyr84, SLC88]. **descriptions** [SC88a]. **descriptor** [Yap11, Cha91]. **descriptors** [GJMPAM+14, Yap11].

**Design** [AML+10, BGM99, Bar00b, Bax01, CFM08, CMJ+04, DXT+18, IEE94c, Kro00, LOW91, Mat03, Mio90, Nov04, TMM+13, Wal93, Bor88, FK99, For12, KF93, KSD+12, PDG+87, Pal87, Váz16, Wili91a, Yan92, daA15].

**designed** [Mud97]. **designers** [Ham07]. **Designing** [Bar00a, Maz15, CG17].

**Designs** [Ano00]. **Desktop** [Bra04, Dye03, EKJ+03, LGW18, RB92, dILM98, PS+09]. **Desktop** [Bra04].

**Details** [CRW+04]. **Detecting** [GWT+01, ODP15]. **Detection** [Cha01a, Krog99a, TBP85, Wen00, Joll94a, KOI94, OK94, YLXZ16].

**Determine** [Pow00, MD17]. **deTestSet** [MCS12]. **deutsche** [Oms03]. **deutsches** [Hiüp01]. **DEV** [vWHvW09].

**develop** [MS95]. **developed** [Fie06b]. **Developer** [Ano96c, Ano98, Bar01, KRJ+16, RM99, RAH+01, Rie15, DWJG02, Sin10a, War04, ZvVDD11].

**Developers** [Ano95a, Col99a, FT09, HDR03, HDR04, MCI05, HH03].

**Developing** [ABH+09, Ano03b, Ano03c, BGR89, FK04, Iwa02, MH07, Men10, Mil10, Pet05, Tra95, CF07a, CH06a, YA11]. **Development** [ABC+14, An00k, Ano01i, Ano01j, Ber96, BNSW15, BH07, BC+17, CFM08, CPJ+98, Coh03, Fox08, GAS+01, Got07, Gui00, HOL+07, HR11, Kro09b, Kro99a, LHCH93, Lai91, Mit94, NR03, NK04, O‘Rxx, PG02, Rav00, RCP+12, RE04, Rui02, Sca04, SFF+06, Sch03, SCSC04, SS04, Sta02c, SHK+03, SF15, SuS01, TDBEE11, WL01, Zha16, vdLLM09, AW07, An11, ASA02, AHN+07, BM06, BD03b, BAR16, But94, Car89, CM06, CLM+08, CH11, CF09, CSP09, CHA06, CWH12, DB02, DTB05, EMDL+07, Emb06,
emotor migrative [DSK19]. electron [HPT17, PHT17]. Electronic [Ano00i, Bax01, Fur90, Par03, Bea04, DPL+91, MSB09, Rud10, Sca05]. electronic-structure [MSB09]. electrophysiology [BSW+14]. Electrotechnical [Yun94]. Elektronische [Ano01b, Ano01d, Ano01c]. elektronisches [Rud10]. Element [LMW12, BSW+14, HMP+15, NMS14]. ELF90 [Ano96d]. Eliminate [Bar01]. Eliminating [GK92]. Ellis [Coc01a]. Elusive [Gla03a]. Emacs [Ano97c, Bla89a, Bla89b, Bor88, CR91, CR92a, CEL+05, Che86, Che87b, Chi97, Fin80b, HNT93, Lew88, LLG90, LLG93, LLG94, LLSt99, LLSt00, Mit84, Rit88, RW89, Rod00, Rus88, Sta87, Str94, Uni85b, STS92, AFS81, AFS82, Buc82a, Buc82b, Com84, CCA84, Cic78, Dat85, Gos81, Gos83, KX86, Man92, McH92, PDG+87, She87, Sni90, Sta79, Sta80b, Sta80a, Sta81e, Sta81a, Sta81d, Sta81c, Sta81b, Sta84, Tra95, Uni85e, Uni85c, Uni85d, Uni85f, Ano96a, Aye97, Aye01, Bec93, Ber93, Bra92, CRR96, Cam99, Cam00, Cha97, Chaxx, Cha01c, Che87a, Chi93, Coo91, Cur02, Esc96, Fin80a, Fin91, Gi97, Gos84, Gre80, HH88, KK94, Lan89, Laz98, LLSt99, LLSt00, Li91, LO89, McA85, MC91, NS01, Pal87, P+99, Pel89, Pyr84]. Emacs [Rei93, RB92, Rod00, RHS+04, SBA92, Sta86a, Sta86b, Sta86c, Sta88b, Sta88c, Sta92a, Sta93a, Sta93b, Sta94, Sta95, Sta97a, Sta02b, Uni85a, Uni86, Vie97, Wel94a, Wel94b, Yac88, von88, Tho92]. Emacs-Based [LO89]. EMACS-Intr [AFS81]. Emacs-type [KK94]. Embedded [Ano94b, Ano01j, BES+01, Han01, Jor04, Kro99b, Sut02, TTB09, BM06, KW94, LLSt11, Twi04, Yad07, Han01, Jor04]. embedding [GCK+17]. embrace [Smi06]. Embracing [Ano03e, CO12]. Emotional [Sta04a]. emotions [MOT+18]. Empirical [AW07, Ano01e, Ban16, CFM08, FM10, GFS05, KJRD16, MG12, MSSvK08, MRS07, AKHG16, AMC16, CLM+08, FG92, HZS+16, HM10, JKI2, LGS+17, NXC13, PKB17, PSE04, RNR17, RC10, SSA08, Tai13, ZFY+19, ZD05]. employing [LC12]. Empress [Ano97c]. Emulating [Smi90]. Emulator [MZG14]. EMUSstack [SDL+16]. Enabled [FKM+11, KG01, Bla06]. Enabling [Ano02b]. Encoder [Kro00]. Encoding [CPJ+08, Mud97, Lin02a]. encouraging [GSW08]. Encryption [Ano86, Bar00c, PM90]. End [Ano00k, Tho92, Tro05]. EndNote [Lie92]. Endorses [Sta04a]. Energy [BPG94, VW92]. Enforceability [Rav00]. Enforcing [Mog01a, Mog01b]. engage [HETD09]. engagement [BAR16]. Engaging [Ne12, MdL09]. Engine [DMJ05, GEMN07, ACM05, Wen02, Bur95, CP01, Ert94, WGG+19]. Engineer [Ano00c, GAS+01]. Engineering [Ano96c, Ano00]. Ano01e, Bao93, BPG94, Cha98, CC03, Fit11, IEE94a, Tot06, ACM93b, Ano01g, CV13, FHH11, FFvdH01, FFHL05, FFH+05, Ano01a]. Engineers [CSD+05]. England [IEE90]. Enhanced [Ano00i, McC05, SZAB98, SZAB99, EHHH06, HBC+05]. Enhancement [HNT93, LA10]. Enhancing [vWvW09]. enjeux [Cor00]. Enlightenment [Fer03]. Enough [Bar00a, Wes03]. Ensure [CKB+05]. Entangled [Bar00c, JWC18]. Enterprise
Genehmigung [Oms03].
Generale [CF98].
Generating [ALGE12, Wen90].
Generating [LGW18, AZ17a, AZ17b, KN93].
Generator [GAS+01, Lat03, MZG14, BD03a, JP09a, KSK09, Wen90].
Generators [Sib17].
Generic [Ano96c, Dav91, Rob05, Mer03].
Genesis [TV13].
GeneX [MSZ+01].
GeNUAdmin [Har94].
Georey [Neu84].
geographic [Eds16].
GeoPDEs [Váz16].
GeoRef [Lie92].
Georgia [Dig82, USE00a].
Geospatial [BK14, MS12].
Geratetreiber [Bud10].
Geratetreiber-Reengineering [Bud10].
German [Ano00f, Lin02b, Bra04, Bud10, Cap12, CK06a, CK06b, CK06c, EW01, Fal03, Feixx, GA04b, Geh96, HK03, Hiüp01, J+05, Jak03, Jak04, Jor04, Lin02a, Mag04, Man03, NO03, O'Rxx, Oms03, PKP05, Ran04, Ron05a, Rud10, SG05, Sie99, Sie04, Spe01, Spü03, Stö04, Sur01a, Sur01b, WP04].
Germany [BPG94, BSK87, EHP94, EKR91, Ano01f].
Gers [QR92].
Geschichte [Geh96].
gestalten [DF00].
gestaltung [FG85].
gestion [VD01].
Get [Coc01a, Fie89, Sid03, Sta06, Ste93, Far91].
Gets [AS03, CBW+04, Sta06, Gen99].
Getting [Nob08, PM00, Woc94a, ACM93a, Ano08b].
gewährleistungsrechtliche [Stö04].
GFX [Row02].
GG [PKG+08, WKA+08].
Gift [Zei03].
GIMP [DF00, GGK99, Neu00, Bun00, Bur04b, Bus99, Goe07, Ham07, Har00, JP09b, Jes03a, Jes03c, KK99, LD13, Pec08, Row02, vGS10, DF00, Log99].
GIMP-, [DF00].
GIMPLE [Mer03].
GIS [FVD+12, Lit14, MN04, SNF04].
Give [CSP+03, Smi17].
Given [Den99].
Glibc [Gar00].
Global [Ahm08a, BB08, BK14, De+15, FVD+12, Uni01, Ano99c, Ger03, Lia06, MG12, Ano98].
Glow [CK10].
Glue [Car89].
GNARL [GB94].
Gnat [Fly87a, Fly87b, Ano95d, BOM97, Big13, Bri09a, Bri09b, CGS94, CDG97, Dew07, GS02, KTP95, Kir12, MB98, MGM+02, MSM+03, Mir03, MSK05, Mir07, Och09, Och12, PG02, RTH15, Rog09a, Rog09b, Rui13, RSZ96, RSK96, Sch10, Sny97, VGdlP01, diPRGB99, Shi03].
GNAT-AJIS [Och09].
GNAT/ORK [VgdIP01].
GNATProve [Kan12, HMW15].
GNATS [Plo97].
GNATTest [Kan12].
GNL [NN16].
Gnome [LR11, Cro00, Dye03, EKJ+03, GM14, Ger03, GWT+01, UCLxx, Ben78, KS02, LLdI00, Lov06, Pet05, Pin02, Ste00a, War04, Wri00, dILM98, CP01, She01, VSGM14].
GNOME/GTK [Cro00].
Gnu [Ano97b, Ano87a, Ano98, Ano00e, Ano11b, Ano10d, Ano10c, Lin02b, Ano05, Ano15a, Bra04, Bud10, Ch197, DF00, FRAK15, G+00, G+02, GA04b, Gan04, Güm02, HHV05, Hiüp01, Jor04, Kuk98, Mac02, Mag04, Per02, PKP02, PKP05, Ron01a, Ron01b, Ron05a, SW15, Ste00a, SuS01, Ygg93, Ygg94, Ano97c, Fis09, Sal08, Ahm08b, AS07, AAB+04, ACW04, Anaa99, And11, Ano93a, Ano93b, Ano95b, Ano95c, Ano95e, Ano95f, Ano95g, Anoexx, Lin02b, ...
ATHW92, Arc94, Avi98, Aye01, BGM99, Bad07, BD03a, BM06, Bec93, Bee01, Beh00, Bla89a, Bla89b, Blo04, BGO02, Bra92, Bud10, Bur95, BS98, But95, Cal10, CR91, CR92a, CR96, Cam99, Cam99, CEL+95, CS91, CS93, CS95, CS96, CS99, Che86, Che87a, Che87b, Chi93, CF98, Coc01a, Col02. GNU [CZ99, CGS94, Cor00, Cor05, Cou17, DRP01, Dec90, DC00, Don04, DDHS03, DuB02, Dum05, Eat97, Eat00, Eat02, Eat05, EBH08, EaoGOBHW14, EGH05, Esp96, Fre87, FY18, Fähr05, Fie89, FG92, FD92, GIM07, G+01, GDT+02, GDT+05, Gal09, GA04b, Gar00, GBH94, GHL+04, Gili97, GO99, Gou04, Gk92, GSR+04, GS00, HWZxx, HWZ01, HH88, Ham99, HNT93, He95, Hei16, Ho95, Hol05, Hun00, Hup01, Ing92, Jan01, Jen97, Jon05a, Jön05c, Jor04, Ken02, KSV16, Kre00, Kro99c, Lan89, Lea88, Lea92, Lea93, LZ16, LZ17, Le98, Lew88, LLSt99, LLS00, LMOS93, LSM+99, LSM+00, LSM+01, LS04, Loo15, LO97, Mac99, Mag00, Mag01a, Mag01b, Mag01c, MS02, Mag04, Mah13, Man00, MG05, MC99a, Mec05, MSS95, Mit94, Mit95, MC91]. GNU [Mur94, NR03, Neg15, Nor02, O’S03, OSM94a, OSM94b, OCH90a, OCH90b, Pel89, Lás93, Pes93, PKP05, PSR16, PR96, Rac00, Ram94a, Ram94c, Ram94b, RAW+16, Rit88, RW98, Rob94a, Rob94b, Rob94c, Rob94d, Rob95a, Rob95b, Rob95c, Rob96, Rob97, Rob00, RO01, Ron15, Ron05b, Ron05a, Rui02, Sai01, Sai02, SS05, SBA92, SZAB97, SZAB98, SZAB99, Sha05, Smy97, Sta95, Sta86a, Sta86b, Sta86c, Sta87, Sta88b, Sta88c, Sta88a, SC88b, Sta88e, Sta98a, Sta98b, SM99a, Sta92a, Mac99, Mag00, Mag01a, Mag01b, Mag01c, MS02, Mag04, Mah13, Man00, MG05, McC99a, Mec05, MSS95, Mit94, Mit95, MC91]. GNU-ADA94 [CGS94]. GNU-Aid [Deo90]. GNU-Emacs [Mag04]. GNU-Softwaretools [Jor04]. GNU/Linux-Zertifizierung [Mag04]. GNU/Linux-Anwenderhandbuch [Ano01c]. GNU/Linux-Systeme [Gun02]. GNUlib [Ohl92]. GNUPG [JKS02]. Gnuplot [Phi92, Kot90, Kot91, Ste93, WKC+90, AG95, Jan08, Van96]. GNUPro [Ano00j, Láz99]. GNUstep [Mar03]. Go [AS03, Dew07, Ano08]. GO-Global [Ano08]. goals [RSZ96]. Goes [DDJ98]. Going [Bon02, Rui13]. Gold [GB00, Cap12]. Good [Joh02, McL05, KS03]. Goodfellow [Neu84]. Gopher [Man01]. Governance [CFM08]. Governmental [CPJ+98].
Governments [AS03]. gperf [Sch90a]. GPL [J+05, Jak03, MG05, Gal04, Guy00, Höp04, J+05, Jak03, KS03, Mog01a, Mog01b, Mog03b, Pow00]. gprMax [WGG16, WGG+19]. Gprof [GKM82, GKM04, GJLT11]. GPU [SAC+15, TL17, WGG+19]. GPU-accelerated [TL17], Grafik [PKP02, PKP05, Str94], Grafiken [DF00]. Graham [Ano15a].

Graham-Cumming [Ano15a]. grain [MT94]. grammars [ERK91]. Grand [Ba93, GB00, Ten93]. Grant [Cha98]. Graph [ERK91, EGK+02, GKM82, GKM04, Hub04b, Mat03, Sch91a]. graphic [Th90a, Th90b]. Graphical [CGK+02, BBNP93]. Graphics [Ham99, Kro99b, Kro00, Wal99, Wen02, Wes00, Bus99, Lin00, Sta78a]. Graphing [Vau96, Phi12]. Graphite [Ano10]. GraphOn [Ano98]. Graphs [Jan08, HMR93, Sha05]. Graphviz [EGK+02]. GRASS [MN04, SNF04]. Great [Bus99, RAH+01, Ano11i]. greater [SSA004].


Growing [KHMA12]. Grown [CPG+04]. growth [GLT08]. Grundlagen [DF00, G+00, G+02, GA04b, Str94]. GSAS [TV13]. GSAS-II [TV13]. GSL [G+01, Rap94]. GTK [DF00, Ste00a, Cro00, Wri00]. GTK-Versionen [DF00]. guarantee [Stö04]. Guarnitees [Séd02]. Guarding [Mah03].

Guest [Ano01g, SFF+06, Ehe09, SS04, Xia08]. GUI [Ano00j, GF17, Kro99a].

Guide [AFS81, AFS82, ABB92, ABB95, ABB99, Anoxx, DMBS79, Fox08, GBDM77, GO99, UCLxx, Log99, McCo2a, Nas04, RM99, Rob96, RB92, SBD76, WvH04, vWvH03, vWvH06, BGO02, Buc82b, Cal10, Coo91, Dig74, Dig80a, Dig80b, DRP01, Gil04, Ham07, KX86, Lea92, LD13, Neu84, PH82, She87, SLC88, SPG92, Uni85c, Uni85c, Uni86, War04, WM01, Yad07].

Guided [GIA+06, Mir03]. Guile [Lor95]. Guilty [MOMM11]. Guix [Con13, CW15a, CW15b, Cou17]. gut [Cam00]. Gutenberg [DDJ99], Guy [Neu84]. Guys [Pra03]. GW [MSB09, RAMB18]. GXP [TMM+13].


Hall [Bar00c, Fox08]. Hall [CSP+03]. Hamm [Ano98]. Handbook [Bra04, Hig93, Kor11, Ron05a]. Handbuch [Bra04]. Handheld [SNF04].

Handling [KT04, Tie90]. Handook [RAH+01]. handout [Dig82]. Happy [EKL+03]. Hard [Mog03a]. hardback [Aji17]. Hardware [GNGS17, PKP05, Kop05, Pea16, VMKB05]. hardware nahe [PKP02, PKP05]. harmonic [VB19]. harnessing [GGT05]. Harper [Neu84]. HART [PMG+09, PKG+10, PPG+11, PBJ+12]. Harvey [Ano00c].

hash [Sch90a, Wil14]. hats [Ano08a]. Hawaii [MS91, MSNS91]. hazard
Interval [AS97, SZAB97, SZAB98, SZAB99, GB06, Hei16, Neh04].
Intramolecular [VB19]. Intranet [Ano96c]. Intranet/Web [Ano96c].
Intrinsics [AS97]. Intro [AFS82]. Introduce [HOL+07, Introduces [Ano01j]].
Introducing [HMP+07, KNS18]. Introduction [BV87, Cha97, Chaax, Cha01c, Cha04, CK06a, CK06b, CK06c, Ebe09, Gor96, Kri03, Mar03, SF05, SC88a, SS04, Xia08, Cic78, Dig75a, Gou04, NS05].
Introductory [PKP05, GM84, MdL09]. Introspection [Cha01a, Wen00].
Intrusion [Cha01a, Wen00]. Intuitive [WLD+17]. Invalidity [Mog03b]. invariant [GM94]. Inventions [Est06]. Inventors [Bar00c]. inversa [DSB+16]. Investigating [RB05a, Ano01g]. Investigation [Sha10, YWA07, Ano02a, FG92, HM10, Koc07, Tai13, WHJ15]. investment [Pea16, WG06]. InvisibleWeb [Ano96c]. involvement [CFGS05, CFMRL11]. IONA [Kro99a]. IoT [PWA+19]. IP [Str94, Ano01h, AML+10, BGG+00, KG01, PC13]. IP-PBX [AML+10]. IP-PBX/VoIP [AML+10]. IPv6 [Bla06]. IPv6-enabled [Bla06]. iQIST [Hua17]. Iron [BW00]. ISBN [Aji17, Ano11a, Ano15a, Fox08, Kuc06, SD16]. isogeometric [Váz16]. ISP [Ave06]. ISSAC [Jef08, Lev95a]. ISSAC’95 [Lev95b]. issue [DBBA10, MOT+18, vKvH03]. Issues [Kenxx, Kims01b, KP93, LG02, Wiil9a, Ano01g, Ano02a, Man92, MV05, TB05]. Italian [Cor05, Lam09, Mol01, Zic01]. Itanium [Ano00f, Ano06, Ano00h, Ave06, Lin06]. Itanium-based [Ano06]. iterative [CHE+10]. ITHACA [PK10]. IUC18 [Uni01]. IV [BSW95]. Ivan [Ano00j]. IVR [Ano00k].
Just-in-Time [YLL+07, HZ14]. Justifying [CGK+02].

K42 [AAB+05b]. Kanji [MYU89]. Kaspersky [Ano00i]. KBEmacs [Wat85, Wat87]. KDE [Ano98, SuS01, EJS+01, GWT+01, Thi99]. keep [Ude97]. KEK [AY93]. Kerberos [Coc01a]. Kernel [BBD+96b, Mar01, Max01, Ros02a, SuS01, Wei95, Wes00, AAB+05b, HNH03]. Kernels [dPRGB99, YSC+06]. Key [Bar00a, Men10, EJS+01, GWT+01, Thi99]. keep [Ude97]. KEK [AY93]. KERAS [Coc01a]. Kernel [BBD+96b, Mar01, Max01, Ros02a, SuS01, Wei95, Wes00, AAB+05b, HNH03]. Kernels [dPRGB99, YSC+06]. Key [Bar00a, Men10, EJS+01, GWT+01, Thi99]. keep [Ude97]. KEK [AY93]. Kremlinas [GJLT11]. Kritische [Rau04]. Kühle [FvdHJ10]. Kode [NN16]. kommentiert [J+05]. kommerziellen [Sie99]. Kommunikation [Lin02a]. kompromisslos [Bra04]. Kong [Uni01]. Konkurrenz [HK03]. Konqueror [Hau01]. Konqueror/Embedded [Hau01]. Konvertieren [Gün02]. Krause [Ano00c]. Kremlinas [GJLT11]. kriminalpolitischem [Rau04]. kriminologische [Rau04]. Kroll [Ano00i]. Kronsod [Joh18]. Kubuqin [CK06c, CK06d, CK06f, CK06h, CK06c, CK06d]. Kudos [DDJ98]. kurz [Cam00]. KYZO [Ano00k].

L [Neu84]. Lab [Ano00i, Coh03]. labor [GLT08]. Laboratory [Ano94a, PH82, CFW01, GBG+96, Rud10, Jen01]. Laborjournal [Rud10]. LaGrande [Ano03]. Lahey [Ano01a]. Lahey/Fujitsu [Ano01a]. LAMP [LW03]. LAN [Ano02b, RO01]. Land [Ber96]. Landeshauptstadt [SG05]. Language [AKW88, Ano91j, NRG+99, Nor02, Tro96d, Wy93, BR95, Eat97, Eat02, Eat05, EHB08, Hin97, MR94, May17, Nob08, SC88a, SLC88, Th090a, Th090b, Win95]. Languages [Ano94c, CPJ+98, Kin01a, Cra90, Mud97, Val91]. Lanham [Aji17]. LAPACK [ABB+92, ABB+95, ABB+99]. Laptop [Ano97c]. Laptops [Ano00i]. Large [Ano90c, KGM+96, KT04, KS11, PSR16, ACW04, BOL14, BLG+97, Big13, Koc07, KT05, KL07, LSJ+06, RB05a, RAMB18, SMS16, TTL06, VBG+10, WFF18, WMK+17, vGPB10]. large-scale [BOL14, BLG+97, Koc07, KT05, KL07, LSJ+06, RB05a, RAMB18, SMS16, WFF18]. Larry [DDJ99]. last [Cra89, Lea92, LMOS93, Sta92b]. Latency [CKB+05]. Later [WB02]. LaTex [Str94]. LaTe [YLL+07]. Launched [Bar00b]. Law [CPJ+98, Doh01, Gil05, Hüp01, Ros01a, Ros02b, WP04, Mar05, MG05, Oms03, Bur04a, MSSvK08, NGJ03]. laws [Ano01h, Kam11, Les99]. Layton [SD16]. LaZenby [Ano00d]. LCA [Mag04]. LCP [Mag04]. LCP/LCA [Mag04]. leadership [Fie99]. Leading [BCHR12, Kan12]. Leading-edge [BCHR12, Kan12]. Leads [Bar00a]. Learned [NK04]. Learning
LINUX [Bra04, GGK99, Str94, Ano95a, Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano97c, Ano98, Ano00e, Ano00d, Ano00f, Ano00i, Ano00j, Ano00k, Ano00l, Ano01a, Ano01b, Ano01d, Ano01c, Lin02b, Ano05, Ano06, Bud10, CK06a, CK06b, CK06d, Cor05, DF00, G^+00, G^+02, GA04b, Gan04, G^+06, Gra99, Gün02, HHV05, Jor04, Kuk98, Lin02a, Mag04, RÖ01, Ron05a, SuS01, USE00a, USE00b, Läs05, RÖ01, Str94, ACW04, AJ05, Ana99, Ano99b, Ano00c, Ano00f, Ano00h, Ano01c, Ano01j, Ano03d, AAB^+05b, AS03, BGM99, BBD^+96b, Bel00, BS05, BGO02, BK02, Bud10, CM06, Cha11, CK06a, CK06b, Cor00, Cor05, DRP01, EE01, Den99, Don04, Dum05, EKJ^+03, FT09, GA04b, Gar00, G^+06, Gla99, GO99, Gün02, Hau01, HNH03, Hom00, Hun01, Jae03, Jan01, JJ00].

Linux [Jon05a, Ken02, Kop05, Kre00, Kro99b, Kro99c, Kro99d, Laz99, LW03, Lin02a, Lin00, Mac02, Mac99, Mag00, Mag01a, Mag01b, Mag01c, Mag04, MSSvK08, Man00, dM99, Max01, McC99a, McC99b, McC02a, McC03, McC04, McCo05, MZG14, Moo01b, Moo01a, Mur94, NR03, NN16, Noj01, Nor02, PR96, Ray99b, Ray99c, Ray99a, Ray01, RAH^+01, Ron01a, Ron01b, Ron05b, Ron05a, RT05, Sai01, Sai02, San98, SS05, Sea02, Sea04, SK04, Sor06, Sor1, SNF04, SGD00, TTB09, Tor99, Tro96b, TB05, Ude97, VD01, VMKB05, WY94, Wei95, W^+95, Wen00, WG00, Yeo05, Ygg93, Ygg94, YSC^+06, Zac01, Zac01, Ano00a, Ano00b].

Linux-Anwenderhandbuch [Ano01c, Ano01c, Ron01a, Ron01b].

Linux-Applikationen [GGK99].

Linux-based [CM06, WG00].

Linux-Betriebssystem [SuS01].

Linux-Büropakete [GGK99].

Linux-compatible [AAB^+05b].

Linux-KGI-Treiber [Bud10].

Linux-Systeme [Gün02].

Linux/FreeBSD [An00i].

Linux/GNU [Jan01].

Linux/GNU/X [Ygg93, Ygg94].

Linux/Unix [Sor01, Ano03d].

Linux/FreeBSD [Jon05a, Ken02, Kop05, Kre00, Kro99b, Kro99c, Kro99d, Laz99, LW03, Lin02a, Lin00, Mac02, Mac99, Mag00, Mag01a, Mag01b, Mag01c, Mag04, MSSvK08, Man00, dM99, Max01, McC99a, McC99b, McC02a, McC03, McC04, McCo05, MZG14, Moo01b, Moo01a, Mur94, NR03, NN16, Noj01, Nor02, PR96, Ray99b, Ray99c, Ray99a, Ray01, RAH^+01, Ron01a, Ron01b, Ron05b, Ron05a, RT05, Sai01, Sai02, San98, SS05, Sea02, Sea04, SK04, Sor06, Sor1, SNF04, SGD00, TTB09, Tor99, Tro96b, TB05, Ude97, VD01, VMKB05, WY94, Wei95, W^+95, Wen00, WG00, Yeo05, Ygg93, Ygg94, YSC^+06, Zac01, Zac01, Ano00a, Ano00b].

Linux-Anwenderhandbuch [Ano01c, Ano01c, Ron01a, Ron01b].

LINUX-Applikationen [GGK99].

Linux-based [CM06, WG00].

Linux-Betriebssystem [SuS01].

Linux-Büropakete [GGK99].

Linux-compatible [AAB^+05b].

Linux-KGI-Treiber [Bud10].

Linux-Systeme [Gün02].

Linux/FreeBSD [An00i].

Linux/GNU [Jan01].

Linux/GNU/X [Ygg93, Ygg94].

Linux/Unix [Sor01, Ano03d].

Linux4.TV [Hae02].

LinuxCAD [Kuk98].

Linuxzeitung [Lin02b].

Lions [Lio96].

LIQUID [Ano96c].

LISA [USE94, USE98b].

Lisp [Bir93, Lew88, LLG90, LLG93, ACM92, Gre80, Cha97, Cha00, Cha01c, Cha04, Gad88, Hen92, Iwa02, LLG94, LST99, LST00, NS01, Rap94, Sta78b, San78a, San78b].

Lisp-based [Iwa02].

List [TTB09, VVM98, Un177].

Listings [Win95].

Lite [Kan12].

Literacy [YAS91].

Literate [KC92].

Litak [An00ok, Val91, Les03].

Littlefield [Aji17].

Live [FK00, FG16, Gre16, Pre16].

Livelihood [DDHS03].

Lives [CGB^+05].

Living [MSR09].

Lizenzen [Sie99].

Lizenzen- [Sie99].

LJ [EKJ^+03, RAH^+01].

LLC [An00ok, Ano98].

LMAKE [Lei93b].

Load [An00ok, Ano98].

Loadable [We95].

Loader [BHP^+01].

Locales [Noj01].

Locales [Noj01].

Locality [Far05].

Localization [YYL^+15].

Logging [CJ17, FG16].

Logic [Vor92].

Logical [CRW^+04, LO89].

logiciels [CF08].

Logiciels [Cor00, Séd02].

Logistics [dA15].

Logs [CSY^+04].

London [BbdD17].

Long [Far06, Mas05].

Long-Distance [Far06].

Long-timescale [Mas05].

Longer [Ant16].

Longhorn [And03].

Longitudinal [Mas05].

Look [CSD^+05, Fit04, Mog03a, Whe03, Gla03b, Gla04, Oma89, Sal88].

Loop [Cha92, Dvo03, Ede04].

Lost [RAH^+01].

Lost [CGB^+05].

Lösungen [Bra04].

Lotka [Bur04a, NGJ03].

LOTOS [Lal91, Sch90b].

Lotus [An00i].

Louis [ACM97].

Loukides [Ano97a].

Lout [Ano10].

Low [BOM97, Smy97].
low-cost [Smy97]. Low-Level [BOM97]. Loyal [Gla99, Gla00]. LPAR [Vor92, Ltd [Ano00i, Ano00k]. Ltd. [Ano00j, Ano00k]. LTE [ACB+16]. Lunch [Gre18, Mic04, Fie90b]. Lyon [DMP+02].

M [Ano00i, Fio03, Gay02, Neu84]. MAC [SJY+05, Sta06]. MAC-Based [SJY+05]. Mach [Ano93d, Kup93, Mor96]. Mach-Based [Mor96]. MACHINE [BY91, BSW95, FKM+11, BY92, CFW17, CK06a, CK06c, FMT+08, AAB+05a, CDG97, MB98, Shi03]. Macintosh [Ano88a]. Macmillan [Ano00k]. macro [Sin10a]. macro-level [Sin10a]. Macromedia [Ano02b]. Macs [STS92]. MACSYMA [Cla90, Mos12]. maddog [EKJ+03]. Made [Kre00]. Madison [FMA02]. Madness [CPG+04]. Magna [Ste08]. Magnetic [Bar00a, CFW17]. Mailing [TTB09, VVM98]. Mailman [VVM98]. mainframe [YM93]. maintain [Big13]. Maintainability [YSC+06, SSAO04]. Maintaining [Luc99]. Management [BG12, BS98, CCSW10, GGH10, Har99, Mec05, OT91, Plo97, San01, WG05].

Manifesto [Sta85]. Manipulation [Fur90, HOST05, Le98, Abr81, GIM07]. ManPy [DPH16]. Manual [AFS81, Ano96a, DS00, DS02, DF00, GAW87b, GAW87a, GDT+02, GDT+05, The03, LOS9, LO92, LSM+99, LSM+00, LSM+01, MC91, Sta80b, Sta99a, Sta92c, Sta97a, Sta97c, Sta02b, Com84, CCA84, Clo89, Clo91, Dig75b, Dat85, EBB08, EaoGOBH14, GIM07, G+01, Gal09, Gil93, Gos84, Ham88, Har77, KK99, Lew88, LLO0, LSM06, Loo15, PS+09, SLC88, Sta80a, Sta81d, Sta81c, Sta81b, Sta86a, Sta86b, Sta86c, Sta87, Sta88b, Sta88c, Sta88a, Sta89b, Sta92a, Sta93a, Sta93b, Sta94, Sta95, Sta03b, SW15, TSM88, UNI85d, UNI85f].


Markenrecht [Fal03]. Market [All02a, All02b, CWB+04, GB00, GAS+01, Rav00]. Marketplace [Pau04, Wal93]. Markup [Kim01a]. Marriott [USE01b]. MaRTE [RTH15]. Maryland [Fur90, MSLH71]. Mass [Rav00, NGC+12]. Mass-Market
[Rav00]. mass-transfer [NGCI+12]. Massachusetts
[IEE92a, IEE92b, USE01b]. MasterConsole [Kuk98]. Mastering
[WM01, HL02]. Matching [LRP11, CLS95, Joh94a, OK94]. Material
[BCB07, CBB06, HMP+15]. materials [WZS+18]. Math [DDJ98].
Mathematica [Ano95a, Ste08]. Mathematical
[Hig93, JS07, FvdHJ10, Joy09a, KJ03, FvdHJ10]. Mathematics
[Den13, BAE14]. MATLAB
[FRAK15, AMR18, Joh18, PSR16, RAW+16, Ano97d, Bra97, Ste08, Váz16].
MATLAB/GNU [FRAK15, PSR16, RAW+16]. MATLAB/Octave
[AMR18]. Matrix [Edd96, GBDM77, JWC18, SBD+76, Sai13, SDL+16].
Match [MI07]. Matters [Mog01a, Mog01b, Mog01c]. Mature
[BA04, MS12]. Maverik [Wes00]. Max [Ano00k]. Maxed [CGK+02].
Maxima [LR98]. Maximum [WM05]. Maxspeed [Ano00j]. May
[AK95, Bar00a, Dig82, DMP+02, HDR03, IEE95a, MSLH71, PM00].
McCarty [Ano00a, Ano00b]. McLean [ACM93b, ACM94]. MCMAS
[LQR17]. MD [Aj17]. MDD [Ano01j]. MDK [Rui02]. Me
[CRW+04, Lit14, Ste01]. Mean [Bar00c]. Meaning [Maj03]. Meanings
[GA04a]. means [Zic01]. mean [TG99]. Measure [RT12, TTL06].
Measurement [Ano02b, GF17, KT05, Lla06, SA15]. Measurements
[Bes03]. measures [CHA06]. Measuring [WGS07]. mechanical [HMP+15].
Mechanics [BCB07]. Mechanism [MSSvK08, KTP95]. Mechanisms
[BE06, May17, PDG+87]. med [Jún05c, Lan89, MG05]. Media
[Ano04b, HSF+15, JP99b]. Median [NRG+99]. Medical
[Mam01, BTL+11, YA05]. Medicine [PBJ+12]. Mediterranea [Yuk94].
Medium [DWP+14, KT04]. Meep [LFN+11, ORI+10]. meeting
[Bon93, Jef08]. Meets [BW00, Got05, Fär05]. Melding [Wes03]. membrane
Menu-based [RW89]. merge [ABC18]. Merging [Coc03]. Merging
[Kit94]. Merits [Wat01]. Merlin [Ano00k]. Message [Kro99a, MT94].
message-driven [MT94]. Message-Queueing [Kro99a]. Messages
[dM99, KN03]. messaging [RA16]. Meta [Tro96c, WLD+17].
meta-analysis [WL+17]. metabolites [LSM09]. MetaCard
[Ano97c, Kuk98]. MetaCreation [Kro99b]. Metcal [Ano96d]. Method
[GD12, LMW12, DLBL16, FRAK15, HKvH16, KN93, MMY+19, NMS14,
ORI+10, RAW+16, SDL+16, ZDM10, CKB11]. Methoden [FG85].
Methodologies [DX+18]. Methodology
[Maz15, McC99c, Aki16, BJWZ08, HPT17, LC12, Rob05]. Methods
[Ano01a, BNST99, DKMT11, TDBEE11, WM05, BTL+11, BCPS10, GEI+11,
NS05, PT91, Yon08]. Metrics
[MOMM11, Sha10, GFS05, JK11, JK12, KFY113, SK12]. Metro
[Ano98, Ano00i]. Metro-X [Ano00i]. Metrowerks [Kro99b]. mezz [Zic01].
mfront [HMP+15]. Michael [Ano96d]. MicMac [GBG+16]. MICO
[Ano01, Pud04]. Micro [KFY113, Volf6, Wes00]. Micro-C [Vol96].
Micro-Kernel [Wes00]. Microkernel [Bud10].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MS-Windows</td>
<td>HWZxx, HWZ01, HSC89, Ohl92, Uni85a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUDABlue</td>
<td>[KGM106]. Mudflap [Eig03]. Mule [HNT93]. Multi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Platform</td>
<td>[AML+10, PBJ+12, SSP17, SSP18, ACB+16, AMR18,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DBP+18, LQR17, WB07, YLZX16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Agent</td>
<td>[LQR17]. Multi-Core [AML+10].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Platform</td>
<td>[AML+10]. multi-operator [ACB+16].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Purpose</td>
<td>[AML+10]. multi-release [YLZX16].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Server</td>
<td>[WB07]. Multi-Version [SSP17, SSP18].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multicomputers</td>
<td>[MT94]. Multiconference [Ten93].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multicore</td>
<td>[GJLT11, Nob08]. Multics [Gre80].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multideterminantal</td>
<td>[PHT17]. multilinear [GJMPAM+14].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multilingual</td>
<td>[Mud97, HNT93]. Multimedia [CO12, IEE95a,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SuS01, ACM93a]. Multimodal [MMD12]. multi-phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[HSF+15]. Multiplatform [And11].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiprocess</td>
<td>[VGD+97]. Multiprocessor [RTH15]. multiuser [Wit91a].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multivariate</td>
<td>[Joh18]. München [SG05]. Munich [SG05]. Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[CDsJ+00, CSP+03, Les03, Sta03c, EMD03, Tho90a,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tho90b]. Musings [Ray99b, Ray99c, Ray01].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[Must [CSD+05, Sta00a]. Musterlösungen [PKP02,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Musterloungen [PKP05]. mVMC [MMY+19]. mVMC-Open-source [MMY+19].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MX [Ano02b]. MX4 [Kuk98]. My [mH00, LR11, Lus04, Sta06]. MySQL [LW03, Mon03]. Mysty [Ste01]. myth [Sch11].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N. [Ano96d, Ano01a], nach [WP04]. NAGWare [Ano01a]. naledi [BH17]. Named [GAS+01]. Names [Coc01a, RAH+01]. Naming [Ros01a, Ros01b, Ros01c]. Nancy [Bun94]. Nanoelectromechanical [DD99]. Nanoengineering [Bar00a]. Nanoseconds [Bar00a]. National [Cha98, WBB+74, MSLH71]. Naval [LMM02]. navigating [Hol15]. Near [RC10]. Near-miss [RC10]. nearly [LD13]. Nebulous [Mog03a]. Need [Coc01a, SS06, Asu05]. needs [FvH03, Ous99]. Neidorf [DPL+91]. nell’era [Zic01]. Nelson [Ano00b]. Net [FSB+01, Kro99b, Kro99a]. NetBeans [Ano98, Sur04]. NetBSD [YSC+06]. Netherlands [PT91]. Netscape [Cha98, SSC+00]. NetWare [Ano98]. Network [AY93, Ano01]. Cha98, EKJ+03, Hom00, Kis90, Kre03, Ste00a, AVA+16, Ano99c, CLL05, Coc01a, KSV16, LS04, Sta96b, BVT06]. networked [BBNP93]. Networking [ACM00, MSR10, SuS01, Le193a, Mag01b, NN00]. Networks [Rus14, ACB+16, AT92, Sin10a]. Netzwerkspiele [Str94]. neuem [Ano01d]. neuen [PKP02]. neural [AT92, Ale92]. Newby [Bur04a]. Newcastle [IEE90]. newmat [Edd96]. NewMedia [Ano00]. News [Aki16, APK+14b, Ano97d, Ano98a, Ant16, AS03, Bar00b, Bar00c, Bar00a, Bar01, Bra97, Cha98, Coc01a, Coc01b, Coc03, DDJ98, DDJ99, GJMPAM+14, Gl99, GB00, GAS+01, HLS+13b, Law09, Mar01, Mar05, McL05, PM00].
BOL14, BCR+08, Ban16, BB08, BCPS10, BD03b, Bea04, BCvE+05, BLG+17, BH11, BSW+14, BCI+09, BAR16, BSK+15, Bon02, BCG+14, BAE14, BZB17, BG12, CF07a, CK08, CGZ17, Cap12, CFGS05, Cap13, CV13, CRB+18, CM06, CLL05, CLM+08, CJ17, CFW17, CG17, CKS16, CH11, CFW01, Co10, Co10b, CH06a, CSP09, CHA06, CWHW12, CWZ06, CKB11, Cus04, DPH16, Dan11, DGJH19, DS+16, Dee10, DP09, DWJG02, DB+18]. open [DD17, DTA05, DAD+07, DD08, DM15b, DD10, DO16, EMS03, ESM19, Eds16, EKUR10, EMM06, EMDL+07, Em06, EHP14, En05, FAL+16, FBY+17, FHH11, Fog06, For12, jFFR16, Fow00, FM10, FG16, Fri06, Fri16, GBC+16, Gal01, GLCMC17, GEI+11, Gau03, GHL+04, Gen99, GCK+17, GGT05, Ger03, Gla03b, Gla04, Goe07, GF17, GRJS01, GSW08, GV16, GFZ16, GGH05, GGH10, GW10, GFS05, HK09, HBC+05, Har05, HZ14, HMP+15, HPM+08, HPT17, Hie04, HL02, HET09, HJ07, Hol15, HSF+15, HKVH16, Hua17, HX+18, HZ+16, HM10, JG09a, JG09b, JK11, JK12, JDB09, Jor01, Joy09a, JZ09, KTF15, KDM17, KHMA12, KPK+17, KS02, Koc07, Koc09, Kor11, KT05, KL07, KTTK17, KFY13, KSD+12, LA10, LG02, LSM09, LR08, LGS+17, LQ17, Liu08, LHZ12, Lla06, LQR17]. open [LZ11a, LZ11b, LZ12, LH03, LH14, MG12, MV05, MSB09, Mas05, May17, MCS12, Mc08, Mc05, Mc02b, MTBS09, MGW08, Mil00, MSM10, MPE+11, MFH02, Mon03, MM04, Mpd01b, MdL09, MTD+09, MGFRG12, MS09, MSR10, MTO+18, Muw09, MQ19, NY01, VX13, NN00, NM11, Ne09, NS05, NT06, NMS14, Nob08, NGCI+12, OR99, OS03, ODP15, PM13, PAG07, PK17, PAB+17, PEO04, Pay02, Pea16, PL05, Pet06, Phil12, Pit16, PS+09, PWA+19, PHT17, PC13, PYM+06, PSS+07, Pya06, QLC+12, Raj13, Ray01, Rob05, RAMB18, RP08, RA16, RNR17, RC10, Rud10, RT05, Sal08, Sam06, SMB+10, SMO+13, San01, Sca05, SA15, Sch11, SG+08, Sch04, Sea04, SRGC+09, SMRM+17, SSR02, SIK+13, SC16, SPAV17, Sim05, Sin08, Sin10b, Sin10a, SK12, SGW08, SCR05]. open [SCFR06, SM08, SSA08, SG12, CAC09, Sta09, SA020, Ste08, SDD05, SG06, SDL+16, SDeaK+09, Tai13, TLL+14, TL17, TTL06, TG99, TV13, VG08, VG10, Vir05, VB19, WLD+17, WFF18, WGS07, WHJ15, WBY+08, Web04, Wes03, WG06, WMK+17, WZS+18, Yad07, YM93, YLG05, YWA07, YLXZ16, YIp11, YIP11, You08, Yu06, YSC+06, ZVvDD11, Ze03, ZK05, ZE00, ZEO3, ZDM10, ZW17, ZFY+19, ZCG17, Zie01, ZLL04, dA15, vGPB10, vKSL03, vKvH03, An000d, Bar00b, BES+01, BW00, BR03, BE06, Cap12, CFREL11, Coh03, CF09, CDJ+00, CRW+04, DOS99, DiB04, DCS05, DFLS05, DH01, EW01, Eri00, Fei00, FFH+05, FK04, GA04a, GL14, Gom99, GF99, HK03, Hac98, Has05, HNH03, JV01, JW03, KG08, KMT06, KMT04, Kro99a, LFN+11, Lee99, LMWM18, Lin02a, LLS11, Lus04, MD04, Maj03]. Open [Mal02, MSZ+01, Man03, Man05, Mc01, McL05, MP12, Mool01a, MM10, NR03, NRG+99, NO03, NK04, O'Rxx, Oms03, Per05, Pra03, Pud04, Ray99c, Ros01b, Ros01c, Ros00, Rud10, RE04, SSC+00, Sca04, SMD16, SGM+08, SG05, SCSC04, Shi12, Ste04, Spe01, Sp103, SS04, St04, Ste99, Sur01a, Sur01b, TH04, VSM06, Wal01, WP04, Cho09]. Open-Right [Sur01a]. Open-Source
pigs [Lei04]. Pining [Coc01b]. Pinnacle [TBPS15]. Pioneers
[DDJ98, SW13]. pipeline [Fel93, Mak03], pipelined [AHG94, Kri90]. piracy
[EMD03]. Pitaevskii [YSVM+16, YSMA+17]. Pitfall [OK94, KOI94].
Pitfalls [Zha16]. Pittsburgh [ACM89]. PizzaBox [Ano00k]. PK
[ HLS+13a, HLS+13b]. PKI [Ahm08a]. PL8 [GHL+04]. Place [USE01b].
Plan [Sta04a, Ano95f, Ano95g, Rob95b, Rob95c, Sta12]. Planning
[CPJ+98, DWP+14, GNR+09, TBPS15, Tra95]. Plans
[Bes04, Coc03, PBJ+12, SZAB98]. plasma [DBP+18]. plate [IHBS14].
Platform
[Gui00, NRG+99, AMR18, BS05, CRB+18, Don04, GHM+05, HMP+15, Pen03, RTH15, RA16, SA15, WHJ15, Wae03, YL08, vdHGG+13].
Platforms [Ano06, MV05]. Player [Ken02]. PLEIADES
[HH+15]. Plots [BFC02, Ste93]. Plotting [WKC+90]. Plug [DF00].
Plug-ins [DF00]. plugin [MM04]. pluralistic [O’S03].
Plus [Ano96b, Ano04c, Ano96c, Ano96d]. Pocket [Cam99, Neu00, Uni77].
Point [HR11, FHL+07, He95, Ho95, Sta09]. Point/Counterpoint [HR11].
pointer [Eig03, PKH07]. points [ODP15]. Poised [GAS+01]. Poisson
[FBY+17]. policies [CF07a]. Policy [Cho09]. Polish [Vir05]. Political
[May06, Rau04]. PolyAWK [Cor87]. polymorphic [LN92]. polymorphism
[BR95]. POLYS [EHP14]. polysaccharides [EHP14]. polyurethane
[KDM17]. Ponders [Coc03]. Pooled [WM05]. Pooling [SC02]. Poor
[EKJ+03, Jon02]. Pops [Cha98]. Popular [Ano04b, Col05, Fre90a].
popularity [CFMRL11]. porous [HSF+15]. port [Bea94]. Portability
[BOM97, Keh94, ATHW92, Fri97]. Portable [Fri97, BB91, Ert94, Rap94].
portal [YLG05, YWA07]. Porting
[Hub03, Jae03, JJ91, MB98, Pen03, SSC+00, Shi03, Sta88e, Sta99, Sta00b, Sta00c, VGdP01, ACW04, Ano00f, Sta92b]. Portland [Akr81]. Portierung
[Ano00f]. posed [MD17]. Position [The04]. POSIX
[Ano00l, Coc03, dPRGB99]. Possibilities [Bes03]. Poster [GV16].
Poster-05 [GV16]. PostgreSQL [GGK99, Per00]. postings [Sta96b].
Potato [Ano01b]. pour [Cor00, Rod00]. Power
[Bao93, DDJ99, G+02, Tan11a]. Powerful [CSP+03, WM01]. Powerpack
[Gan04]. PowerPC [Ano01j, But94]. PowerRAC [Ano00i].
PowerWindows [Ano00k]. pp [Aji17]. ppohDEM [NMS14]. PpOPP
[FP95]. PR [LN92]. Practical
[EM93, Gla03b, Gla04, She07, Mei92, PSSH16, RAMB18]. Practice
[BCB+17, DGBH93, FP95, KP99, Par03, EKUR10, Fin80a, Fin80b].
Practices [BB02, Sca04, SF15, CJ17, GGH05, Sca02, vGPB10].
Practitioner [LLS11, Cal10]. pragmatic [Sam06]. Praise
[CGK+02, CSP+03]. Praxis [Cia90]. Pre [Boy13, Ano01d]. Pre-Internet
[Boy13]. precise [Sta96b]. Precision [GR+04, Färd05, FHL+07].
precompiler [SC08]. Predict [UMV15]. Predicting
[ACB18, BSA14, VGSN18, Yu06]. prediction [AFZ17, AFZ18, ATCZ19, FLA+16, GFS05, HLS+13a, HLS+13b, LZ11a, LZ11b]. preeminent [Phi12].
Preface [Boy00, RB05b]. pregnancies [PH16]. preliminary [WHJ15]. Prentice [Fox08]. Preparation [Mag04]. Preprocess [MGM+02]. Preprocessor [HZS+16, Iwa02]. Preprocessor-based [HZS+16]. presented [ACM92, Cse99]. Press [Ano15a]. Presses [Ray98]. pressure [Mak04]. Prevailed [Hoh01]. prevails [Hop04]. Prevalence [WM05, AMC16]. previewer [KK94]. Prices [Pra03]. Prime [McC99c, Far05]. Primer [Kenxx, RE04, Aji17, Buc82a, Fri16]. Princeton [Ano01i]. Principles [CRW+04, FP95]. Print [Ano96c]. printing [CKS16]. priorities [MSM+03]. prison [Sta96b]. Privacy [Coc01b, CSD+05, Mag01c]. Private [CK10, Joh02, Ano99c]. Prize [Bar01]. Pro [FT09, Vir05]. Problem [jFFR16, Kam11, MCS12, ST10, Tie93, FK99, Tie88]. Problem-formulation [jFFR16]. problem-solving [jFFR16]. Problems [Gro81, Mal02, Sta12, Hay05, Man92, Phi12, RSZ96]. Problemsets [AFS81]. procedural [Hub04b]. Proceedings [ACM88, ACM92, ACM95, ACM97, AY93, Abr81, Ano87, Ano88b, Ano88c, Ano89, Ano90b, Ano90c, Ano92, Ano93c, Ano93d, Ano94a, Ano94b, Ano94c, Bao93, BGG+94, DGBH93, FMA02, HDR03, HDR04, IEE89, IEE92c, IEE92d, IEE94c, IEE94b, IEE95a, IEE95b, Lev95a, MS91, MSNS91, Mio90, Ten93, USE90, USE94, Ase95, USE98a, USE98b, USE00a, USE00b, USE01a, USE01b, USE02a, USE02b, USE02c, USE92, Vor92, ACM89, ACM93a, AT92, BPG94, BSK97, Bun94, EHP94, EKR91, Fur90, IEE94a, Kap92, Lev95b, MG94, PT91, QRS92, SC93, SC00, SM98, USE88, YK94, Ano06, IEE05, Jef08, ACM93b, FvdHJ10]. Process [BCB+17, GS00, Kro99b, MG14, TV99, ASAB02, FM10, KH05, KFY13]. Process-Oriented [Kro99b]. Processes [SFF+06, NT06, PYM+06, YLXZ16, ZVvDD11]. Processing [FY18, Gre80, HM89, How98, Kit94, MM04, Phi93, YA05]. Processor [Ano00i, Knt99a, AHG94, Cra89, JV01, KOR95]. Processors [IEE94c, Ano00b, Cha92, Kri90]. Producing [Fog06]. Product [JWC18, Kro99a, RE04, vGPB30]. Production [CK10, GF11, ZVvDD11]. Productivity [Ano02b, CRW+04, GS12, Kuk98, SMS16]. Products [Ano95a, Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano97c, Ano97d, Ano98, Ano00i, Ano00j, Ano00k, Ano01i, Ano01j, Ano02b, Ano04b, Bra97, Kro00, Kuk98, CWZ06, Hic04, KT05, KL07, PSE04, Ano01]. Profession [San03]. Professional [Ano00i, Mag04, PKP5, Spi06, Ste93, SuS01, Pec08]. Professional/Administrator [Mag04]. Professionalism [CSP+03]. professionelle [PKP05]. professionellen [DF00]. professionelles [SuS01]. profiler [GKM82, GKM04]. profiling [SCH+91b]. profit [Ous99]. Profitable [Wal01]. Program [Boy13, SM00a, SM00b, SM02, TBPS15, WKC+90, AZ17a, AZ17b, Bra04, Car89, Dig75b, Da91, Dre94, FK99, GIM07, Gar09, HMR93, HLL+95, KFY13, MWG+90, MWG+91, PH82, SM98, SMS04, Tu913, Wat94, Le98]. Programmable [OCH90a, OCH90b]. Programmbeispiele [PKP02]. Programme [Str94, SuS01]. programmed [Sch91a]. Programmer
Programmers [Coc01a, Kro00, Wel94b, Ude89]. Programmes [Lei93b].
Programmieren [Ste00a, Jor04]. Programmierung [Jor04, PKP02, PKP05]. Programming [ACM92, AKW88, Ano00c, Ano00d, Ano00k, Bar00a, BM06, BSS84, Cha97, Chaxx, Cha01c, Cha04, CGB75b, Gla03b, Gla04, Wat85].
Programmers [Coc01a, Kro00, Wel94b, Ude89]. Programmes [Lei93b].
Programmieren [Ste00a, Jor04]. Programmierung [Jor04, PKP02, PKP05]. Programming [ACM92, AKW88, Ano00c, Ano00d, Ano00k, Bar00a, BM06, BSS84, Cha97, Chaxx, Cha01c, Cha04, CGB75b, Gla03b, Gla04, Wat85].

QccPack [Fow00]. QCPE [Boy00]. Qemu [CK06a, CK06b, CK06c, CK06d, CK06e, CK06f, CK06g, CK06h, MZG14, CK06a, CK06b, CK06c, CK06d, CK06e, CK06f, CK06g, CK06h]. QI [BJJ14]. QmeQ [KPK+17]. QT [Ste01]. Quadrature [Joh18]. qualitative [MOT+18, SCR05]. Quality [Abe07, BVLF14, CFM08, CKB+05, DM15a, GS12, Kam14, KY16, KMF+07, PMBM+15, Sta02c, ZE03, Ano02a, CFMRL11, DM15b, GSW08, PYM+06, RB05a, Smy97, SAOB02, ZE00]. quantification [LSJ+06]. Quantifying [DKMB14, LSM09]. quantitation [PSS+07]. Quantitative [BJJ14, Sha10, MOT+18, SDeaK+09]. quantization [Fow00]. Quantum [BCB07, Par03, SW13, AKi16, ABN+05, SW13, ABN+05, Hua17, JWC18, JNN12, KPK+17, Sta02c, ZE03, Ano02a, CFMRL11, DM15b, GSW08, PYM+06, RB05a, Smy97, SAOB02, ZE00]. quite [O'S03]. quasi-legal [O'S03]. quasistatic [WHJ15]. QUATTRO [BJJ14]. QuBiLS [GJMPAM+14]. Quelten [SBM+10]. Quelltext [DF00]. quels [Cor00]. query [Phi93]. Questioning [Mog03a]. Questions [And03, CPJ+98, Man03, Sie99, Spi03, Sto04, Val91]. Queue [Kre00]. Queueing [Kro99a, LL14]. Quick [Ano00i, Kri03, Ste93, Fie90a, Phi12]. QuickStart [Ano97c]. Quincy [Ste00b]. quite [Hac98]. Quiz [AFS81, GM02]. Quiz/Exam [GM02]. quo [WBGM02]. QuTiP [JNN12].

Staab, TL17, VGD+97]. réalisation [Rod00]. Realiser [Esp96].
Realisierung [Per02]. Reality [Ano96c, Coo01a, CGK+02, CKB+05, Sta02a].
Really [CPG+04, Guy00]. RealPaver [GB06]. reaping [WG05].
Reasoning [Vor92]. Rebal [Moo01a, Moo01b]. rebooting [GJLT11].
Rebutting [The04]. recenti [Mol01]. Recht [Hüp01, WP04]. Rechtliche
[Jak03, WP04, Feixx, SG05]. Rechtsfragen [Man03, Spi03]. Rechtsfreier
[Sie04]. Rechtssicherheit [Sie04]. recipes [Phi12]. Recipients [Coc01a].
Recognition [GAS+01]. recognizer [Mak03]. Recompilation
[SM00a, SM00b, SM02, SM9a, SMS04]. Reconfigurable [dlCKK15, Don04].
Reconsidered [SHS+93]. Reconstruction [SAC+15]. reconstructions
[IHBS14]. Record [BHP+01, EJS+01, Sta01b]. Recorded [Les03]. Records
[Eri01]. Recovery [LOW91, MMR95]. Recurrence [LOW91, MMR95].
Red [Ano96b, Ano00c, Ano00b, Ano01a, Ano01b, Pyr84, YLXZ16].
Red-Eye [Jes03c]. Red-Hot [GB00]. REDBACK [IHBS14]. REDUCE
[Hea09]. reduction [IHBS14]. redundant [Due97, Joh94b]. redundant
[Gar09]. reengineering [Bud10, Bud10]. Refactoring [Bow05, SK12].
Reference [Cam99, Chi93, GDT+02, GDT+05, The03, Kro00, LLSt99,
LLSt00, LSM99, LSM01, Nen00, SSC93, Buc82b, Dig75b, EaoGOBHW14,
G+01, Gal09, Gar00, Gri02, Har00, LLG90, LLG93, LLG94, LMO93,
LMO96, Loo15, She87, Sta80a, Sta81d, Sta81c, Sta81b, Sta03b, SW15,
Uni77, Uni85d, Uni85f]. References [Ano95a, KHA+03]. Reflections
[Cus04, CK08, Zei03]. regard [Sti04]. Region [Bao93, GAS+01]. Register
[Pum04, YLL+07, FG92, HC07, Mak04, Mat03]. Registration [GKL+14].
Registry [DSB+16]. Rehearsal [Ahm08a]. Reimplementing [VGD+97].
Reinvent [CRW+04]. related [ZE00]. Relationship [CFM08, BD03b].
[Ano96c, Bar01, Ano01a, Ano01b, Pyr84, YLXZ16]. Released [Bar00c].
Releases [Ano01i, Ano01j, Ano04b, Bar00c, Den99, MFS15]. Relevant
[Wol04, Wol03b]. Reliability [SSP17, SSP18, UMV15, YLXZ16, ZD05].
Reliable [Cse99, Maz15, Zim10, Bon05]. Remains [Gla03a].
Rematerialization [Pun04]. remedies [NYB10]. Remote
[Ano01j, Joh99, Eds16, Ano96b]. Removing [Jes03c]. rendszerek [Lás05].
Renovating [MQN19]. replicated [Fra95]. replication
[ACB18, CJ17, DTB05]. Report [KJ03, Sto99, WW01, Ano95d, FFHL05,
GS02, MSLH71, MSM+03, MOT+18, RVLS14]. reporting [MSM10].
reports [Raj13]. repositories [JDB09, KGM10]. Repository
[Bar00b, CdR99, Mas05, MWG08, ZvD11]. representation [Mer03].
reproduce [AVA+16]. Reproducible [CW15a, CW15b, Sto09]. Republic
[BSK87]. Republish [CSD+05]. Reputation [CK10, PC13]. requests
[HZ14]. Requirements [BNSW15, HZ14]. Research
[AAB+05a, Ano00j, BMF+16, FVD+12, Gra01, KHA+03, Mog03c, San08,
SB08, SZAB98, SCB04, Sto09, WKB14, WKA+08, BPG94, BYV08, Bon02].
EKUR10, FMT+08, GRJS01, Har05, Joy09a, LH03, SSS+14, Kro00, LH03.
Residual [UMV15]. Resolution [Ano16, Wat01]. Resolve [Wat01].
Resolving [CGB+05]. Resource [BE06, GB00, MS02, Weh03].
Resource-Centric [BE06]. Resources
[Ano95a, Ano96d, Zha16, BJWZ08, BB08, FHH11, KTTTK17, Qui00].
Respect [AS03]. respecting [YL08]. responsabilites [Séd02]. Response
[BNST99, BJJ14, Sta03a, EMD03]. responsibilities [Séd02]. Resource
[Ano01b, Ano01d, Ano01c]. Restore [Ano00i]. result [Ano99c]. results
[MHP94, PH16]. Retargetable [GJS+02]. Retargeting [Col02, LC12].
rethinking [GJLT11]. Retrieval [Has05]. retrospective [BTL+11, Bor88].
Return [Pea16]. retuschenieren [DF00]. Reusability [PAB+17, Tai13].
Reusable [RW87]. Reuse [MD04, SH11, vGPB10]. Reusing [BB02].
Revealed [HW17]. Review [Aji17, Ang01, Ano97b, Ano97a, Ano99a,
Ano00a, Ano00b, Ano11, Ano15a, BCB+17, Bra92, Chi97, Cho09, Cro00,
Fox08, Gil06, Gra99, Jen97, Ken02, Kuc06, Neu84, RCP+12, RGCS14, SD16,
Weh03, Edd96, EKUR10, Fie90a, Joh92, Sur04]. reviewing [Añe11].
Reviews [Ano00c, Ano00e, Ano00d, Hay05, LB00, Lip07, Mar05, Sta02c].
Revises [Ano01]. revision [MRS07, Sib17]. Revisited [AM04]. Revisiting
[SG05]. Revitalizing [MTD+09]. Reviving [Hol01]. Revolution
[DOS99, GAS+01, Mee01a, Sea99, AD04, Gom99, Mee01b, Moo03, Ano99a].
Revolutionary [Ray99b, Ray99c, Ray01]. rewards [Eds16, WG05].
rewriting [Sch91a]. RFC [Sta78a]. Rhamdia [SBM+10]. RHEED [Dan11].
Rhythm [Row02]. Richard [Neu84, Fio03, Gay02, Wil02]. Richardson
[Ano00e]. richtig [DF00]. Ride [Mau05, Sta04a]. Riding [SSC+00].
fierimento [Mol01]. Riffraff [EKJ+03]. Right [EKJ+03, Sta97b, Sur01a].
Rights [Fal03, GB00, DPL+91, Gom99, Mol01]. Ringelmann [SM16].
Ripple [LO89]. RIPS [MW89]. Risc [Ano00f, Ano00f, DXT+18]. RISC-V
[DXT+18]. rise [Vai01]. Risiken [SG05]. Risikoanalyse [Feixx]. Risk
[GB00, Sha10, Feixx, MD17]. Risks [SG05, Neu99, SH11, Spe01, WG05].
rNMR [LSM09]. Robert [Kuc06, SD16]. robocode [Liu08]. robot [Mau05].
Robotic [Bar00a, Coo03]. Robotics [Fly87b, EEE89]. Robots
[Coc01a, Fly87a, Fly87b]. Robust [Neu99, Kir12]. Rogue [Ano00i]. Role
[BNSW15, Men10, ACM93b, BCPS10, O’So03, SG06]. ROM
[Ano00a, Ano00b, Rod00]. ROMs [Ano01d]. room [Hol05]. ROSE
[MWG08]. ROSS [McA85]. roster [Sur04]. rounding [FHL+07]. route
[SDL+16]. router [CLL05]. Routines [GBDMM77, SBD+76]. Routing
[LGW18, Sor06]. Row [Neu84]. Rowman [Aji17]. RPC [Tie88, Tie93]. RS
[SCH+91b]. RS/6000 [SCH+91b]. RSA [Bar00c]. RT [PBJ+12, PH82].
RT-11 [PH82]. RTF [Kro00]. rule [Cla90, Mil10]. rule-based
[Cla90, Mil10]. rules [Sta96b]. Run [Gag02, Fog06, Jon01]. Running
[FSB+01, Mca85, SNF04]. Runtime [GB94, MB98, Mir03, Shi03]. Rush
[GB00]. Rydberg [SPAW17].
[EKUR10, Gar09, GEI+11]. safety-critical [GEI+11]. SafeWrite [Ano00j].
SAGE [Den13, Joy09a]. sagemath.org [Den13]. SAGU [Bro01]. Sair
[Mag04, DRP01, Jan01, Mag00, Mag01a, Mag01b, Mag01c, Mag04]. Sam
[Ano99a]. SAMBA [Ano97c, MS02]. Samples [WM05]. Sams [P+99].
samspl [MG05]. San
[ACM92, IEE94c, IEE94b, Lei93a, USE94, USE02a, Kro99a]. sans [STS92].
Santa [Ano94b]. Saratoga [Kap92]. Sarge [Ano05]. SASTBX [LHZ12].
SAT [McH92]. satellite [ODP15]. Sather [SO91]. satisfaction [GB06].
Satisfying [FvH03]. Savvy [Kro99b]. SaX [MSB09]. SC2000 [ACM00].
SCAI [AK95]. scalability [BZB17]. scalable [AAB+05b, VBG+10, Yad07].
Scale [KGM+16, KS11, BOL14, BLG+17, Bor09, Koc07, KT05, KLO7,
LSJ+06, RB05a, RAMB18, SMS16, VBG+10, WFF18]. Scaleable [PBH01].
scaling [KTTK17]. SCAN [Cse99]. SCAN-98 [Cse99]. Scandinavian
[AK95]. Scanner [Nic93, Pax95]. Scattering [LHZ12, SDL+16]. SCC
[SSC93]. scheduler [Mak03, UZ97]. Scheduling [Hag04, Kri90]. Scheme
[DF00, AFS81, AFS82, Bir93]. SCHEME-Manual [AFS81]. Schenker
[Sha05]. Schütze [O'Rxx]. Schriftsteller [Per02]. scholarly [HK09].
Schools [PM00]. Schritt [Str94]. Schutz [NO03]. schweizerische
[Sur01b]. Science [Adl00, ABC+14, Ano01a, Bar01, CC03, DDA+07,
DD08, EKR91, HETD09, Ing92]. Sciences [Hig93, MS91, MSNS91].
Scientific [ABC+14, AAB+04, Bad07, Bee01, Cse99, GDT+02, GDT+05,
HW17, Par03, Sto09, Dan11, G+01, Gal09, HR94, MM10, Pea16, vHGG+13,
Ano96d]. scientifiques [Rod00]. Scientists [Coc01a]. SCO
[DF00, Mog03a, Mog03c, Mog03b, The04]. SCOPE [Gar09, NS01]. Scopire
[DP09]. Scottish [Rit88]. Screamer [Ano98]. screen
[Gos83, Uni85a, Uni85e, Uni85c, Uni85d, Uni85f]. Scribe [Bla89b, Bla89a].
Scribus [Ano10, EKJ+03, JP09b, PS+09]. Scriptics [Ano00i]. Scripting
[SL01, Bri09a, Bri09b, Fri97, Nob08]. scripts [Kis90]. SCTE [MGFRG12].
Scuttles [Mog03b]. Scythe [PQM11]. SDK [Bar00c, Kro99b]. Search
[CC04, ACM05, Ban16]. Searching [RM02]. Season [Eri99]. Sebastopol
[Ano97a, Ano99a, Ano00a, Ano00b]. Second
[Ano91, Ano00c, BSK87, IEE92b]. Secrets [HW17, Gil04]. sector [Hic04].
Secure [Col02, Lio02a, BM02, Bou05, Fot07]. Securing [PWA+19].
Security [Ano01]. Ano04b, Bra04, Coc01a, Cow03, CSD+05, IEE92c, IEE05,
Kim01b, Law02, Lin02a, MSW09, SJV+05, SuS01, TB05, USE00b, WLC01,
DCdCM14, Ano02a, Bau06b, Bau06a, FvH03, Hic04, HJO7, Mag01c, Pay02,
Schi1, Sie04, Lio02a, MeC05]. Security-critical [DCdCM14]. see [Dew07].
seeds [CACA09]. Seeing [GW10]. Seek [Coc01a]. Seeking [CRW+04].
Seismic [FY18]. Selected [Bar00c, BK14, Fio03, Gay02, YWA07]. Selecting
[UMV15]. Selection [Sha04, BH11]. Self
[Ano03a, CRW+04, Ell12, FKM+11, Sta79, Sta84, jFFR16, HSX+18, Sta80a,
Sta81c, Sta81a, Sta81d, Sta81c, Sta81b]. self-admitted [HSX+18].
Self-Contained [Ano03a]. Self-Documenting
[Sta79, Sta84, Sta80a, Sta81e, Sta81a, Sta81d, Sta81c, Sta81b].
self-organized [FFR16]. Self-Paced [Ell12]. Self-Service [CRW+04].
Self-tuning [FKM+11]. SELINUX [McC05]. Selling [BBD+96a].
Semantic [Coc01a]. semantics [Kli90]. semantics-supported [Kli90].
semi [ABC18]. semi-structured [ABC18]. Semiconductor [GNGS17].
Sequence [Bar01, Haf01]. sequential [ALGE12]. Series [BFC02, Fox08].
Serious [Per00]. Server [Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano97c, Ano00i, Ano00k, Ano01i, Bot03, Bra04, Kro99b, Reh01a, WB07, AJ05, Kro99a]. Server-Lösungen [Bra04]. servers [KMG+93, Sai01, TB05]. Service [BE06, CRW+04, GB00, Nej12, CRB+18, Fow93]. Service-Centric [BE06]. Service-Learning [Nej12]. Services [Ano00j, Ano04b, BE06, HOL+07, Aji17, BM02, CLL05, Fri16, Ano96d]. session [Joy09a, Wat87]. sessions [Dig82]. Set [Ano93b, Hae02, MCS12, MSZ+01, Sch90b]. Set-Top [Hae02]. SETI [Bar01].

[ACM88, Abe07, AtHR11, ABC+14, Aki16, APK14b, AMS03, Ano86, Ano95c, Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano96d, Ano97d, Ano98, Ano99d, Ano00i, Ano00j, Ano00k, Ano01a, Ano01e, Ano01i, Ano01j, Lin02b, Ano03b, Ano03c, Ano04b, Ano10, Ano15c, Ano16, ACHC11, BBD+06, BRH10, Bar00b, Bar00a, BPG94, BK14, BFC02, BAP00, BVLF14, BNSW15, Bla06, Bon11, BJJ14, BSA14, Bra97, BB02, Bro05, BK02, CK07, CFM08, CO12, CH10, Cha01b, CCSV10, CC03, CPJ+98, CEC01a, Col09a, CK10, CW15a, CW15b, Cow03, CGK+02, CMJ+04, CRW+04, CSD+05, CGB+05, Cur99, Cur02, DDJ98, DDJ99, III01, De’15, Del01, Den13, DWP+14, DKMB14, Doh01, DM15a, Ebe08, Ebe09, Edd96, EXA+05, Eith12, Est06, Far91, FSB+01, Feixx, FFvdH01, FFHL05, FFH+05, FFHL07, Fie88, Fie90a, Fie90b]. Software

[Fio03, FK04, Fit10, Fox08, Fri97, FVD+12, GP12, GKL+14, GJM+14, GIA+06, GF11, Gay02, Gil05, Glg03a, Glg08, GF17, Gal06, GBICMR13, Goo14, GAS+01, Gra01, GM05, GNR+09, Gra99, Gre18, GW09, GEMN07, HK03, HWZxx, HWZ01, mH00, Hal02, Ham99, Har99, HLS+13b, Hec99, HE17, HW17, Hug95, IEE94a, IEE95b, Jak03, Jak04, Jam09, Jen01, Jen97, Joh02, Jor04, JS07, Kam11, Kam14, Kar03, Keh94, KP76, KP81, KY16, KMF+07, Koc07, KS11, Kri03, Kroc99b, Kro00, Kuk98, KSD+12, Lam09, Lee99, LMM02, LL14, LRP11, Lit14, LO97, Mar05, MH07, May06, McG01, McL05, Mee12, Men10, Mic04, MMB+90, MN04, Mog01c, MS12, Mor08, MG94, MB16, NR03, Nej12, NO03, NK04, O’Rxx, GO70, PMBM+15, P000, P000]. Software

[PPRB07, PRRL12, PMG+09, PKG+10, PPG+11, PBJ+12, RB05a, Rav00, RW87, Rie07, Ric15, RGC14, Rob94c, Ros01a, Ros01b, Ros01c, RE04, ST10, San98, SFF+06, Sca06, SB08, SC02, SG05, SS06, SMRM+17, Sie04, SCB04, Sim12, SSP17, SSP18, Spe01, SS04, SG92, Sta96c, Sta96b, Sta02a, Sta02c, SV03, St04, TV99, TBPS15, TR16, Tay00, Tot06, Tro96d, Tro96a, Tro96c, Tro96b, Tro97, TDBEE11, The04, Ude97, UMM15, Veg06, VVM08, Wal01, Wal91, WW01, Whe03, WP04, WIl02, WM05, WKB14, WL01, WKA+08, YYL+15, Zha16, dCdCM14, dBLMT11, vdLMM09, vWHvW09, ACM93b, AKHG16, Aji17, AW07, ACB18, APK14a, AMC16, ALVV17, Amb15, Ano01g, Ano02a, Ano08b, Ant16, ASAB02, ATHW92, Asu05, BTL+11, Bab02, BD03a, BV106, BHRM03, Ban16, BCPS10, BD03b, BLG+17]. Software

[BH11, BAR16, BS+15, BR03, BAE14, Bao05, Bro04, BG12, CF07a, CK08, CGZ17, CFMRL11, CV13, CLM+08, CJ17, CG17, CKS16, CH11, Col09b,
Streaming-Media [Ano04b]. Streams [Ano00k]. Strictly [Ano00l].
Striking [Gal01]. String [Mor92]. strive [SSAO04]. Strongly [HOL+07].
Structural [BNSW15, KSD+12, CFMRL11, SM08]. Structure
[AFS81, AFSL82, Coh82, Cra90, AFZ17, AFZ18, ATCZ19, Bow05, FLA+16, GM84, LZ11a, LZ11b, MSB09]. structured [ABC18, San78b, Sta78b].
Structures [Gil05, SSC+00, AZ17a, AZ17b, EHP14, LZ12, RP08]. student [GSw08]. Students [Nej12, EMD+07, HETD09, MdL09]. studied [SBM+10]. Studienarbeit [Geh96]. Studies
subtract-with-borrow [Sib17]. subtype [BR95]. Subworkshop [BAP00]. succeed [BR03, Gom99]. Success
[Gil06, Ray99a, Sto99, TV99, CHA06, MP12, Sin10a, Web04]. successful [Fog06, SM08]. Successor [Ano95c]. Such [CPJ+98, Mic04, Fie90b]. Suchen [Gün02]. Suite [Ano96d, Ano02b, Kro99b, Kuc06, MM10, Vir05, Ano01i].
suites [AIHV17]. Suits [Sea02]. sul [Mol01]. Summary [BAP00, ZAB98]. Summer [Ano93c, USE90]. Summit [HDR03, HDR04, Ray98]. Sun [Ano00j, Ano04a, Gal10, Kro99b, Sur04]. Sunk [Jon02]. SUPDUP [Sta78a].
Super [ZC95, Ano09]. Supercomputer [Coc01a]. Supercomputers [Coc03, DDJ98]. Superconducting [ZC95]. superoptimizer [GK92].
supercal [UZ97]. supplementary [PKB17]. Support
[Ano00j, BOM97, Bee91a, Bee91b, Bra04, KMF+07, Kro00, MSLH71, SZAB97, Bee17, Bla98a, Bla98b, BS05, Bro03, But95, Don04, Fra95, MWB89, RA16, Sin08, Sin10b, Wii91b, Yan90, Yan92, YWA07]. supported [Kli90].
Supporting [HOST05, EKUR10, GKP+14, KP93]. suppurativa [DSB+16]. suppurativa/acne [DSB+16].
surface [GBG+16]. Surgeons
[Bar00a, Coc03]. Surgery [GIA+06]. surveillance [Hol05]. Survey
[Con87, dBLMT11, BCG+14, HNH03, Kri90, ZE00]. Surveyor
[San78b, Sta78b]. Survivability [RT12]. survival [Coo91]. SUSE
[Bau00b, Ano01]. RAH+01]. Sustainability [GL14]. sustainable [dA15].
SVGAlib [Lin00]. Swan [SGD00]. Swedish [Jön05c]. sweet [KHA+03].
Swing [Hag04]. Swiss [Sur01b]. Switching [Ron05a]. Symbolic
Symposium [ACM88, ACM93b, Ano93d, Ano94c, BBdD17, Cse99, Dig82, DGBH93, FP95, IEE90, IEE92b, IEE93, Jef08, Lev95b, Lev95a, Mio90, Ten93, USE00b, ACM94, Abr81, PT91].  
Symply [JCMG11], synchronized [MSK05].  
Synchrotron [SAC+15].  
Synergy [AP02, Coo95b, Jef08, Lev95b, Lev95a, Mio90].  
Syngress [Ano11, SD16].  
Syntax [Kli90].  
Synthetic [WP16].  
Symmetry [SCG+02].  
Symmetry-enhanced [DPM97].  
System [Ano90a, Ano90c, Ano97c, Ano00i, Ano00j, Ano04b, AHM+07, Bro01, Den13, DKMT11, G+06, Gre80, GEMN07, Har94, Kro99b, Kro99a, Mc02b, MB98, MS91, MSNS91, Mur94, PSSH16, PMG+09, PKG+10, PPG+11, PB+12, Shi03, TBP15, WLC01, WKA+08, Zha16, ABNA05, AAA+12, And01, AAB+05b, BGM99, Bea04, BCvE+05, Big13, Bor88, Car89, CKH91, CK06b, CK06c, Cla90, Coc01a, Col05, Dig75a, Deo90, Don04, Eds16, GSW08, GPT16, HLL+95, JP09a, JK12, KGMJ06, Kaw92, KN93, KW94, Kra05, LR08, LQ17, LS04, Mac99, MT94, MSM10, MWG+91, MHP94, MQN19, Pag07, PL05, PH16, PH82, Phi12, QLC+12, RO01, RA16, SP12, Sch04, SHN97, TMM+13, TTL06, VD01, WB07, Wib91a, YM93, Ygg93, Ygg94, Ano01j, Pel89].  
Systems [Ano94b, Ano96c, Ano00f, Ano00i, Ano00j, BPG94, BSA14, Coc95b, Cow03, CRW+04, FK04, HWZ01, Haut01, IEE92a, IEE95a, Jor04, Maz15, MSW09, Mio90, Owe01, PG02, Pra03, Reh01b, SCSC04, Sha10, USE94, USE98b, ACM93a, Ahm08b, Ale92, AAB+04, APK14a, APK14b, AMC16, BJWZ08, BM06, BSW95, BD03b, BLG+17, BVY08, BH11, BG12, Bud10, CK06a, CFW01, Co95a, CHA06, Dig82, DPH16, Don04, HZS+16, Jae03, JWC18, JN12, Joy08, Joy09b, JCMG11, KMG+93, KTF15, Lha06, LQR17, LLS11, MSS95, MOT+18, RAMB18, Sch91a, SRGCPB+09, Sut02, VGD+97, VB19, WFF18, WGS07, YSC+06, dA15, Ano02b, Ano04a, Kro99b, Kro00, Kuk98].  
systems-on-chip [Don04].  
Szeged [Cse99].  
T [DKMB14, KMF+07, PMG+09, PKG+10, PPG+11, PB+12, TBPS15, WKA+08, Ano001, HLL+13a, HLL+13b].  
T.Rex [Ano00j].  
T/TCP [Ano00l].  
tables [Ano01h, Wil14].  
Tactician [Ano96c].  
Take [Ano93b].  
Taking [All02a, All02b, PM00].  
Talarian [Kro99a].  
tale [BH17].  
TalentSoft [Ano97c].  
Talk [Sta04a].  
Tangible [CGK+02].  
TapeWare [Ano00l].  
Targeting [CDG97].  
Tasking [BOM97, MB98, Shi03, Ano01j].  
Tasks [Plo97].  
Taxes [BES+01].  
Taxman [DDJ98].  
taxonomy [May17].  
TC [And03].  
TCG [And03].  
Tcl [Ass95, DF00, AG95, DDJ98, Lor95, ZK05].  
Tcl/Tk [Ass95, AG95, Lor95, ZK05].  
TCP [Ano00l, Str94, Ano00l].  
TCP/IP [Str94].  
TCPA [And03].  
Teach [P+99, BAE14].  
Teaching [CV13, CSP09, DKMT11, GSW08, McA08, NN00, PPRB07, Col05, Rob11].  
Team [Lus04, SMS16].  
Teams [GS12].  
techn [San01].  
Technical [BHMB03, CRW+04, USE99, USE01b, USE02b, USE02c, HSX+18, Sin08, Sin10b, USE98a].  
Technique [Sta02c, FG92].  
Techniques [PYM+06, BPG94, GB06, GJS+02, Ham07, Kra05, LF90, Qn00].
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